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CHAPTER I 
IN'mJDUCTION 
In recent years, a growing body of literature has addressed 
itself to the problem of the aging process, and more specifically to 
the specific difficulties encountered by the aged. There appear to 
be many reasons for the increased interest and emphasis on this 
particular population. For instance, in addition to growing larger, 
the aged population is growing older as well. That is , the average 
age of persons in the over 65 category is increasing. In 1940, the 
median age of this population was 71.4 years of age. By 1970 it had 
risen to 72.8 years of age. Projections indicate that it will reach 
73.9 by the year 2000. This group has also grown as an absolute 
number from 3.1 million persons in 1900 to an expected peak of 52 
-? 
million in the year 2030 (Siegel, 1976). ' 
A1 though these older persons are an ever growing mi..TJ.ori ty group 
cutting across every defined element of our society, they have been, 
until the very recent past, almost totally ignored in terms of their 
needs and rights. For example, research efforts most often lump them 
together as a total group with little thought to their unique or 
individual characteristics. The demographic descriptions found in 
the literature most often relate to this total population with no 
regard to any of the unique needs, characteristics, and support 
systems inherent in their minority status. 
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The relationship between the aged and mental health services is 
an excellent example of this disparity. Despite increased attention 
to the elderly and a marked maturity in the psychology of aging over 
the last decade (Rosenzweig, Porter, 1975), it is clear that these 
persons have received a disproportionately smaller share of psycho-
therapeutic services (Waters, Reiter, White, Dates, 1979). A 1974 
survey by Cohen fOund that only 4 percent of those seen in community 
rental health centers were age 65 or over. Kahn (1975) indicated 
that contrary to helping the aged, the great rental health revolution 
has only contributed to their decreased involvement in the psychiatric 
system. 
It is clear that there have been numerous factors contributing 
to this disparity between the needs of the elderly and the responses 
of the rental health conmuni ty. While it is beyond the scope of 
this particular research effort to analyze all of these issues, some 
further information will be provided as background for a more appro-
priate understanding of the general issues which would lead to this 
particular study. 
One operating variable seems to be the perception of counseling 
2 
? 
by professionals and aged counselees alike. Kastenbaum (1964) ·· 7 ,,. { L/ 
indicated that despite the increased attention given to older persons 
in recent years the description of the "reluctant therapist" who 
avoids working with the elderly still holds. The YAVIS syndrone of 
mental health workers who prefer to spend their time and energy on 
the young attractive verbal intelligent and successful was identified 
in 1974 by Schofield. In addition, the elderly client has cone from 
a generation which did not internalize the values of counseling as 
being favorable (Butler, 1977), but rather viewed problem-solving as 
a personal concern. 
Parallelling the perceptions of mental health workers and the 
elderly towards counseling are the areas of research and education. 
There has been pronol.ID.Ced absence of gerontology in the curriculum 
of counselor education programs. In a national survey, (1975) 
Salisbury found that only 18 out of 304 counselor education training 
programs even offered elective courses in counseling the elderly. 
In addition to the problem of education Rosenzweig and Porter 
describe other significant concerns in studies of the aged: 
Indeed, perhaps the most noteworthy change has been an increasing 
interest in life-span developmental psychology on the part of 
gerontologists who are now willing to give more than lip service 
to the fact that organisms are not born old ... Equally important 
has been the recognition that the implicit decrement model of 
aging is unduly pessimistic and not necessarily isomorphic with 
errpirical fact. The introduction of rore sophisticated nethodo-
logies has highlighted the fact that much of our knowledge of 
adult development is based on the co!!!earison of different 
cohorts, and consequent! , for all wekriow, in the ast we 
m t ve co ect ta or a s c o o neratJ.ons 
l. erences rat wr t or a psy o ogy o agJ.ng. 
The contention is that despite evidence of a rapid rise of 
concern of professionals surrounding the mental health of the elderly, 
there remains a dearth of pragmatics. The present disparity between 
the need and actualization of counseling procedures indicates the 
necessity of further definition of the issues faced by this segnent 
of our population. 
BACKGroUND 
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A previously completed dissertation at Loyola university assessed 
I' 
the specific influences of loss of spouse in an elderly popula'tion 
·{Arbor, 1981). That study examined the bereavement process in the 
elderly in relation to loss of spouse. The sample consisted of 32 
bereaved individuals, 60 years and older, who had lost their spouse 
within a tine period of the previous three to eleven months. Data 
collection was accomplished in one private, in-depth interview by 
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trained professionals. Instruments included the Personal Questionnaire, 
the Bereavement and Funeral Questionnaire and the Personal Orientation 
Inventory (POI). Results were obtained through frequencies, percentages, 
and cross-tabulations. T'ne t-Testa and one-way .Analysis of Variance were 
used to determine if significant relationships existed between specific 
variables. 
Arbor's study found that a significant difference exists between 
bereaved individuals and a normal adult sample as measured by their 
nean scores on the POI. The bereaved individuals were very similar to 
the non-self-actualized group. Significant relationships and trends 
were ·found on specific demographic, psychological, and physiological 
variables and their affect on bereavement adjustment. No significant 
relationships were found between selected funeral and bereavement 
variables and their affect on postbereavement adjustment. 
PURPOSE 
This present investigation is a continuation of that previous 
effort. The test results of the bereaved elderly will be compared to 
a group of elderly ·non-bereaved (~vithin the time limit of the previous 
study). 
As further background for this specific effort, the following 
section briefly reviews some literature which discusses the concept of 
multiple loss as a normal part of the developmental aging process. 
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Sinick (1979) postulated that an understanding of the nonnative 7 
developmental tasks of a specific age group is needed in order to lead 
to an appreciation of the concerns and necessary adjustments that are 
likely to assume primary importance during that particular developmental 
stage of the life cycle. He stated that a full tm.derstanding of the 
unique cohorts will add to the general comprehension of the experiences, 
changes and crises of the specific age group of which that individual 
is a meni>er. 
Although each stage of development is marked by change and 
challenge (Erickson, Freud, Havighurst, Super, et.al.), the final 
stage, ·"old age", is marked by loss--which can be multiple and inter-
acting. The evidence is that there is little research done to prom::>te 
better insight into the developmental tasks of the aged. Little is 
known as to how these elements are interwoven with the ability to cope 
and adjust to loss. 
' ' 
Previously done studies dealing with bereavement from the loss 
of a spouse (Carey, 1977) have typically used measures of depression 
to define adjustment and have failed to compare the elderly bereaved 
with a normal group. The effects of bereavement in the elderly nru.st 
be understpod in terms of the tmiqueness of this group in our popula-
tion. The multiple losses occurring during this tmique time in life 
can serve as interacting variables prohibiting satisfactory adjustment, 
and confounding research. 
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The literature suggests that there has been no attempt to isolate 
the cohorts in order to rove beyond the recognition of bereavenent as 
a process that may do no rore than to confound an individual' s 
capacity to cope during a period of life in which adjusting to loss is 
the norm. 
The repertoire of knowledge that a helping professional needs in 
working with the aged includes developrental stages and tasks proposed 
by various authorities, recognizing the deviations caused by individual 
differences and affected by such variables as sex, religion, ethnic 
or socio-economic status (Sinick, 1979). -, ) 
The developmental crises that face older people--multiple losses, 
physical decline, loss of incore, lack of affiliation, suggest a need 
for expanded awareness in the professional community to attend to an 
area hitherto neglected. In addition, professionals can use obtained 
information to promote community and familial understanding of the 
needs of the elderly. This information cannot only enrich an i~­
verished area of current knowledge, it can also help correct currently 
held prejudices, beliefs, and myths. 
It is appropriate to move beyond myth and conjecture and deal 
with the specific cohorts operating uniquely in this developmental 
stage. Professionals should be cognizant of the universal needs of 
each aged individual. Unmet needs may very widely according to 
specific demographic issues and the realization of nonlinear, fluid 
hierarchical levels (Maslow, 1954). Extra support systems are needed 
in terms of goods, services and supports as disengagement from central 
life roles start (Vontess,, 1976). One lTDJSt especially understand the 
decreased capacity to respond to this stress and the role of multiple 
losses in the creation of this stress in the elderly QWhitefield, 
1978). Mlch of the developmntal task of the aging involves the 
acceptance of adjustment to loss or decline (Havighurst, 1959). 
POOCEDURES 
The effects of bereavenent and the grief process nrust be tmder-
stood as a unique and special process for this segment of our popula-
tion whose very developnental status gives special neaning to their 
ability to cope and adjust. This study will attempt to better tmder-
stand the bereavement process for the aged (60 years and older) and 
analyze differences in personal orientation between a sample of 
bereaved and non-bereaved people 60 years and older. Given that the 
older population is increasing both in absolute number and propor-
tionately to our total population, and that their life conditions are 
marginal, the need for additional knowledge and assessment of services 
is mandatory. 
A sample of bereaved individuals who have lost their spouse in 
the past year and a matched sample of oon-bereaved individuals were 
selected and tested. They were administered the P.O.I., which is a 
validated reliable instrument to assess values, attitudes, and 
behavior relevant to ~aslow's concept of a self-actualized person. 
Upon analysis of data specific recommendations for counseling and 
support will be generated for use by rental health workers, clergy, 
physicians, governmental agencies and others working with the elderly, 
especially with the recently bereaved persons and the aged. 
7 
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Based on ~e background material and previous research :infonna-
tion on bereavement :in the elderly, the following research Ho is posed 
as the focus of this effort. The exploratory research Ho asks: What 
similarities or differences exist in Personal Orientation between a 
group of bereaved and non-bereaved aged {60 years and older) as reasured 
by the Personal Orientation Inventory? 
ASSUMPTIONS 
1. Individuals over 60 years of age have suffered multiple 
losses. 
2. One s:ingle rost stress-filled life event is the death of a 
. ', 
spouse (Holmes, 1976). 
3. The aging process is part of the total development of human 
be:ings. 
4. The number of people in the older population has increased 
npre rapidly than other segments of the population during every decade 
of this century and is expected to continue to do so until reaching 
its peak in 2020. 
5. The relative size of the older population is important in 
the perspective of anticipat:ing the demand for needs and services from 
this growing segment of the population. 
6. Information and support networks for the older population 
are not operating in accord with the needs of this growing segment of 
society. 
7. The P.O.I. is a valid, reliable instrument that is used to 
measure adj us trent of individuals over 60 years of age. 
LIMITATIONS 
1. This study is limited by the reliability and validity of the 
instn.ment uses; therefore, the results may not coincide with similar 
investigations. 
2. This study is limi. ted by the sample size. 
3. This study is limited by the selected subjects, therefore, 
the results are based on a sample of individuals 60 years and older 
in the Chicago area. 
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4. This study is limited by its lack of random selection of 
subjects due to the nature of the non-bereaved groups and the difficulty 
in obtaining subjects from this population for testing. 
ORGANIZATION 
Chapter I has presented an introduction and brief overview of 
the research project. Chapter II presents a review of the literature 
relevant to the present study. Chapter III will include the methodo-
logy of the research design, description of the instlUIOOnt utilized, 
the subjects and the statistical procedures employed. Olapter IV 
delineates the results of the data analyses and Olapter V offers a 
summary, conclusions and recorrmendations. 
QJAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATIJRE 
Old age, like early and middle adulthood, has its share of 
developmental work. In many respects, these complex life tasks may 
pose more of a challenge than those faced during any other stage of 
the life cycle · (Turner, 1979)". Neugarten (1973) notes that as 
individuals age, the factors that influence their behavior are, if 
anything, more complex. · As a person grows older, he experiences 
functional losses at all levels (DeVries, 1975). Whitbourne (1979) 
notes that as people reach later adulthood they are more likely to 
suffer losses in their social world through incapacitation and/or 
death of their peers. These losses, when compounded with physical, 
psychological and environmental changes result in both identity and 
experiential alteration of great intensity and rapidity. 
This chapter represents a review of related literature of the 
developmental factors involved in the final stage of the human life 
span. Aging is both an intensely personal and impersonal process; it 
is individual and it is social. Included in this review of the 
process of aging are psychophysiological/behavioral, self concept, 
sexual, family networks, retirement, bereavement, and a section on 
the instrument used, the P. 0. I. Research information will be pre-
sented on each area. 
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Psychophysiological and Behavioral Processes 
It is obvious that one manifestation of the aging process is the 
alteration of appearance. Whitboume (1979) describes the physical 
stereotype of the "old person" as someone who seems frail, has white 
hair, wrinkles, sagging muscles ar01.md the eyes, nxmth, jaw and body, 
a stooped posture, stiff joints and perhaps dentures, a cane, eye-
glasses, and/or a hearing aid. Whether overweight or thin, the youth-
ful figure is gone. Curtin (1972) describes society's image of the 
elderly person as a fragile body which seems to have gathered itself 
arotm.d its vital parts for self-protection. Shanas, et.al. (1968) 
fotm.d that physical changes are overwhelming and even disastrous to 
the self-images and security of some people. In a 1974 study Nowak 
fotm.d that the physical manifestation of aging appears to be of 100re 
concern to women than to men because of the greater cultural expecta-
tions of beauty in the female sex. 
There are a multiplicity of biological JOOdels of aging 
(Anderson, 1973; Busse, 1969; ComfOrt, 1970; Shock, 1977), with 
little agreenent. Ambron (1979) lists a number of theories linking 
the loss of physiological function with aging process. Included are: 
The the~ of cellular error: aging and eventual death are 
explain as resulting from the accumulation and effects of 
errors that occur at various steps in the sequence of infonna.tion 
transfer at the cellular level. 
The Ieprivation theory: Aging is due to the inadequate delivery 
of essential nutrients and oxygen to cells. The cells begin to 
deteriorate under these deprived conditions and eventually die. 
The Imnn.mological theory: The inum.me system of the individual 
gradually deteriorates with age and so cannot provide protection 
from foreign substances. 
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The Metabolic waste theory: Aging is attributed to slow poisoning 
of the bOdy by itself. 
The Stress theory: Any stress on the organism leaves a residual 
impairment. The accumulation of these minor impairnents over long 
periods of time leads to a deterioration of the ability to adapt, 
and thus to eventual death (Shock, 1977). 
It is important to note, however, that researchers have not been able 
to separate such theories from other possible factors such as changes 
in life style. Wessel and Van Huss (1969) studied females from the 
ages of twenty through sixty-nine and found that age-related losses in 
physiologic variables were more highly related to decreased activity 
level than to age. 
M.lch research has been conducted on the precise factors that 
influence cognition and intelligence in the later life span and the 
conclusions are controversial. Baltes and Schaie (1977) cite 
scientific evidence challenging the popularly held concept that 
intelligence declines with age. Their cross-sectional studies indi-
cate that these differences in testable I .Q. are more attributable 
to factors such as fatigue, greater sophistication of younger subjects, 
and a generational disparity in the lev~l of education and testing 
skills. Aiken (1978) points to t..lw generational differences in sub-
jects when testing ranges in age. 
Flum, Fosshage, and Jarvik (1972), in a twenty year longitudinal 
study of twins, fotmd only slight variations in intelligence across 
time, Riegel and Riegel (1972) fotmd that women test higher than men 
and show a later and less rapid decline. Reed and Reitan (1963) state 
that problem-solving ability declines with age, but general knowledge 
does not. Thus researchers have found reduced abilities for complex 
decision-making and speed of performance with few losses in verbal 
skills, social awareness and the application of experience (Kalish, 
1975). 
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Findings pertaining to me100ry and learning in old age are far 
less optimistic. It is often said that "old age is the 100ther of for-
getfulness" (Aiken, 1979). Although Savitz (1974) repo~s loss of 
me100ry as a common complaint of old age, M:>nge (1969) reports strong 
evidence that an individual 's cognitive style is 100re crucial than 
chronological age. Rigidity appears to be an issue linked to the 
capacity to learn during the aged period. M:mge (1969) fotmd that 
this is especially the case if the subject is erotionally threatened. 
Research by Okun (1976) indicates that the older person's awareness 
of slower reaction time and fear of failure prohibit performance in 
situations where learning is difficult. Co~rehensive studies on the 
central nervous system by James E. Birren (1974) found that on the 
average, older people are slower to respond to stimuli than the young. 
Birren refers to this phenomena as "Brownout", the basic change in the 
speed with which the central nervous system processes information. 
This slowdown could account for the difficulty experienced by older 
people in memory retrieval and learning. 
Because aging is such an extremely complex process, it is hard 
to separate physiological and psychological. According to Aiken (1977), 
biological factors (e.g., physical appearance, health, temperament) 
play an important role in detennining the kinds and frequency of 
social experiences that a person has. The degree of success or 
failure in dealing with his/her environment and reflected evaluations 
from significant others affect the aged person's concept of self and 
general sense of esteem. Kaplan and Parkorny (1969) indicate that 
the events associated with L~e later life span affect a person's 
self-concept more negatively than age itself. While Clark and 
Anderson (1976) found that the changes in later adulthood seem to 
14 
have the same impact as the crises experienced in adolescence, during 
which time appearance and ability change dramatically, and the issue 
of personal independence is primary. However, Riley, Foneer, Hess, 
j 
and Toby (1969) point out that the adolescent's crises is in the 
acquisition of newly developed capacities, while the adult in later 
life faces decreased status. In conclusion, it is worthy to note 
that the "cellular clock" (Curtin, 1972) is rrost certainly affected 
by the perceptions of society and the individual dealing. directly with 
the aging process. 
The theory of personality development in old age seems to center 
arotmd the familiar issue of "nature" versus "nurture"--do developmental 
changes occur because of changes within the envirorunent within which 
the human being ftmctions. Psychologists suggest an interactional 
approach to personality in the aged with many researchers suggesting 
that older people choose to invest less in their personal relationships 
I 
(Kuhlen, 1964; Havighurst, et.al., 1968) and exhibit reduced "ego 
energy' for dealing with conflict. Erik Erikson (1963) identifies 
the crises in personality development in later years as integrity 
versus despair, while Robert Peck (1968) characterizes three primary 
psychological adjustments: ego differentiation versus lvork-role 
preoccupation, body transcendence versus body preoccupation, and ego 
transcendence versus ego preoccupation. A preoccupation with the 
inner life has led Neugarten (1973) to identify interiority as a 
developmental change of this period. 
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There are, at present, two principle theories of successful 
aging: the theory of disengagement and the activity theory. The 
theory of disengagement (Cunnning, 1963; Cumming and Henry, 1961) 
perceives aging as a mutual withdrawal between the aged person and 
society. Withdrawal is seen as a natural and positive phenomena 
allowing the individual time for necessary reflection, preoccupation 
with the sel.f, and lessened interaction and investment in people and 
society. Retirement can be seen as one example of disengagement. As 
the process is seen to be reciprocal between the older person and 
society, a healthy adjustment is dependent upon the two processes 
happening at about the same time. The activity theory (Madon, 1968) 
is in contrast to the theory of disengagement and suggests that the 
aged prefer to resist preoccupation with the self and withdrawal from 
society. Neugarten (1977) writes that although certain types of per-
sonality prefer to disengage from their roles in society, other types 
become depressed by any reduction in levels of interaction. 
Several developmental theorists (Whitbourne, 1978; Glenwick, 
1978; Sameroff and Chandler, 1974; Meacham, 1977) prefer a transac-
tional model of old age, rejecting both the disengagement and the 
activity theories as being too ~irnplistic. This model stresses a 
dualistic relationship of change within and between the person and 
the environment (Whitbourne and Winestock, 1979). The characteristics 
of change are viewed as being so intertwined as to be indistinguishable, 
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implicitly moving from individual to environment. The transactional 
model is largely based upon cross-sectional research of five areas of 
social-psychological aging: appearance, health and physical function-
ing, sensory process, cognitive skills, personality and social roles. 
Emphasis is placed upon the individual's loss in each area, the 
response of the envirorunent, compensatory neasure taken by the 
individual and resulting consequences within the environment to the 
compensatory measures. 
The main criticism of the transactional approach to aging is its 
focus on loss rather than the possibility of achievement in later 
life. Whitboume (1979) stresses that individual sources of loss, as 
described in the theory, may represent cohort effects rather than 
change inherent in the process.of aging. 
Self Concept 
Regardless of their concept of self, once people reach the age 
of sixty-five they carry the labels of "old age". Whether it be 
"golden diner'', "senior citizen", or "elderly", the status is castlike 
and permanent--to be removed only by death C~tchley, 1977). The 
passage into old age varies in status from other developmental 
periods in the loss of role fulfillment (e.g., breadwinner, athlete), 
negative stereotyping by society and a subscribed minority status 
replete with differential and unequal treatment often leaving the 
members of this group regarding themselves as the object of discrimina-
tion and lower social worth. 
A review of research dealing with self concept indicates that 
the degree of personal happiness reaches its peak in middle years 
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followed by a sharp decline in old age (Aiken, 1978; Kuhlen, 1965). 
Aiken suggests that it is not age per se that affects a person' s self-
concept but rather the events that accolll>any the passage into the later 
life span. Brubaker and Powers (1976) indicate that the acceptance of 
a negative or positive stereotype by the aged was found to be related 
to objective indicators of old age, subjective definition of self, and 
self-concept. The work done on stereotypes of old age, held by the 
aged themselves, has demnstrated that characterizations of late life 
are indeed unique to the specific sample. Institutionalized, ethnic, 
and dependent aged are mre likely to hold predominantly negative 
attitudes toward old. Independent, educated, and high occupation aged 
ha~e high or at least ambivalent attitudes. Although there seems to 
be a relationship between chronological age and a person's self-defini-
tion of old, other variables and experiences are involved. Ward (1977) 
postulates that objective indicators of the aged status influence sub-
jective definitions of oneself as old. Retirenent, decline in health, 
and voluntary or involuntary institutionalization are objective states 
that a person uses as indicators of age status. Loss of certain roles 
(worker or husband) and acquisition of others (grandfather) are indi-
cates of old age but the different neanings attached to them appear to 
be influenced by comparison of self to "other" making reference "other" 
important in one's own self-image. 
The self-concept of the aged seems to be heavily intertwined 
with those held by significant "others". Authors typically note the 
distasteful attributes attached to the image of old age: 
Old people drool. They take laxatives all the tine. Their sex 
organs are dried up. They can't tmderstand yotm.g people and are 
stuck in the past (Kuhn, 1975). 
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Several studies have indicated that old age is perceived as having no 
significant value. Kastenbaum and Durkee (1964) tested the attitudes 
of high school and college youth tmvard the elderly and their social 
role with rostly negative findings. In a similar study Hickey and 
Kalish (1968) fbund that the older the subject the more negative he 
appears to the younger. Other researchers have noted (Kastenbaum and 
D.lrkee, 1964; Kastenbaum, 1971) that persons who make age-related 
judgements have a tendency to omit any consideration of their own 
aging. Studies indicate that the elderly often agree with many of 
their own stereotypes. Ambron and Rodzinsky (1979) assert that 
unlike members of other minority groups, the elderly deal with th..e 
unique phenorena of becoming the ·subjects of bias and stereotypes 
held by themselves in prior life span development. 
Sexuality 
The concept of self during the later life period has impact in 
virtually every aspect of development. Poorly conceived ideas regarding 
the sexuality of the elderly have led to many cruel misconceptions 
(e.g., "dirty old man", "frustrated old woman"). Aiken (1978) reports 
that elderly people are reticent to report sexual activity fearing to 
be seen as perverse or boastful. Other researchers have found that 
sex is the topic least likely to be broached in interviewing older 
married people. 
A review of related literature yields that sexual activity 
among the elderly is a field that is open to new knowledge. Talbert 
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(1977) points to the fact that we are uncertain as to the purely 
physiological aspect of the aging reproductive system, while Williamson 
(1978) points out that most of our present information on sexuality 
in the aged is based upon three research projects. A good deal of 
information seems to be lost because of the reluctance of researchers 
to question the elderly about the subjectivity of their sexuality . 
. Sexuality is a form of activity that can be continued into 
advanced years if a person has the physiological, capacity, and if his 
value system and personality style are supportive of it. One of the 
themes that has resulted continually in research is that sexual enjoy-
ment is a capacity that is developed early in life and can be maintained 
throughout the entire life span, but only with continual reactivation 
in meaningful and comfortable surroundings (Binstock, Shanas, 1976). 
The best basis for an active and pleasurable sex life in the later 
years is an active and pleasurable sex life in early middle years. 
Troll (1971) found, in a longitudinal study, that men who reported 
high sexua~ interest in the beginning did not decline with advancing 
age. However, even though actual interest in sexual activity remained 
high, actual activity was found to have decreased. Masters and 
Johnson (1970) observed two basic needs for regularity of sexual 
expression in 70-80 year old women, a state of health and an 
interesting partner. Decrease in sexual activity and/ot interest 
is often related to· loss of spouse. There are few male partners 
available for wonen in their sixties, and by age 7 5 there are 156 
females to 100 males. In 1978 GleiUl coined the expression "differential 
opporttmity structure" to refer to the difference to accessible sex 
outside of marriage situations for males as compared to females. 
Family Network 
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The death of a friend or family member is often a loss that an 
elderly person must face. Mbst older people have highly articulated 
networks of interaction and frequent encounters wfth iiiBrediate family 
members. Friendships with neighbors play an important role in the 
elderly's life. Usually long term friendships among the elderly tend 
to be among those who are alike in age, experience, taste, preferences, 
and activity patterns (Whitbourne, Weinstock, 1979). 
Studies indicate that the cormectedness of JOOst elderly nembers 
to their families has been unbroken despite industrialization and 
l!Pdernization. Although societal cornplexity with its differentiated 
occupational structure, social segregation, and accelerated geographical 
mobility has hindered linkages of generations, research indicates that 
there is a "pull factor" to maintain, restore, and reinforce such ties 
in the later years. Troll (1971) found that as people enter old age 
there is a role reversal between themselyes and their children; where 
the dependency, both psychological and financial comes from the elderly. 
Statistical evidence supports high levels of intergenerational 
activities between married children and older parents. TI1e majority 
of older persons, over 85% in JOOst studies, live less than an hour's 
distance away from a child, and almost 30% are living in a child's 
household, with this percentage rising in rural areas (Binstock, 
Shanas, 1976). Some widdle age children (40-60) are the key 
organizers for multiple family activities and functions within 
generationally linked networks. ~tmy studies (Streib, 1965) indicate 
a reluctance among older parents to make requests of adult children. 
This poses a question by many researchers--is the dependency which 
accompanies advancing years of rore concern to the . ~lderly than the 
incredible fear of this dependency? 
Retirement 
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One of the primary shifts in life style patterns in old age comes 
as a result of retirement. Aiken (1977) notes that the current retire-
rent m:>del (65 for nen and 60 for women) was selected by the federal 
government in the 1930's as a political measure to curb unemploynent 
in younger workers. Present demographics indicate that by the year 
2000 there will be 33 million retired Americans--with the expectation 
of living 25 years post retirerent (Entine, Aiken, 1976). 
Retirement, like widowhood, is statistically perceived as a 
major cause of mortality within the first year. It is often viewed 
as one of the most negative stereotypes and negative influences the 
elderly may experience in their self-concept. Retirement is often 
associated with withdrawal from social activities, community events, 
associates, work-related contacts and a reduction in social interac-
tion (Ambron, 1979). ~ticBridge (1976) fotmd that retirement can be 
an extremely stressful transition which frequently leads to serious 
maladjustment and decreased life satisfaction which is reflected in 
physical and psychological deterioration. The literature, however, 
is not always clear on this issue as suggested by other studies. 
Lowenthal and Haven (1968) found that retirement does not seem to be 
associated with low rrorale, psychological impairment or rental 
illness. A similar study done by Lowenthal, Timrnher, and Chiriboga 
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(1975) found that retirement was perceived more negatively by middle 
aged men than by those who are retired. In contradiction to this 
study, Aiken (1979) reports- that the anxiety felt by persons increases 
as retirement approaches, with a reduction once the retiree adjusts 
to a new life style. In a 1970 study, Rollins and Feldman showed 
that the phase of retirement anticipation was the JOOst devastating 
period of marriage for the husband. 
Common sense dictates that there are numerous variables operating 
within the perception and successful actualization of retirement 
adjustment. Adjustment is rost certainly more difficult for those who 
do not have sufficient economic supports. Bromley (1974) indicates 
that morale .is correlated with economic status while Aiken (1979) 
states that relief from monetary worries can cushion the psychological 
shock of being unemployed. Personality, as a variable in successful 
retirement, has been categorized by Richard, Livson and Peterson 
(1968). They describe three types of personality associated with good 
adjustment: "rna ture men", "rocking chair men", and "a11I()red men". 
Atchley (1976) describes retirement as a social process with six dis-
tinct phases: preretirement, honeyroon phase, disenchantment phase, 
reorientation phase, stability phase and termination phase. The 
essential determinants of adjustment in each phase is the correlation 
between preretirement expectations, the reality of retirement (e.g., 
money, leisure activities, options) and the capacity for retaining 
<:Jecision making and locus of control. 
Bereavement 
The ramifications of "loss 0f spouse:' has not been explored 
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sufficiently, and the circumstances of widows and widowers have not 
received adequate attention. However, researchers have fotmd that the 
bereaved often are under such stress that they do not properly care 
for their basic physiological needs of adequate rest and nourishment. 
They have also fotmd that many kinds of physiological changes accompany 
the individual survivor. Physiological activity decreases. Somatic 
distress, a feeling of tightness in the throat, and choking sensations 
result; a need for sighing exists. Also, muscular power decreases 
and changes in the respiratory system occurs (Binstock and Shanas, 
1976). In a study done· by Paula Clayton (1979) on 109 widows and 
widowers, it was fotmd that they both exhibited signs of disturbances 
of sleep (78 percent after the first month, and 49 percent after 
. . 
13 months) . Early morning awakening was also a problem. Weight loss 
was reported by 40 percent after one month and by 52 percent after 13 
m:mths, with 12 percent l~sing 21 or more potmds. Clayton also fotmd 
in the swre study that mre worren lost weight than men. 
Chronological age is a basic and the best single predictor of 
~rtality as indicated by death rates. Age is also associated with 
morbidity as indicated by an age-related incidence and prevalence of 
disease and disability. Whether because of innate biological mechanisms 
or exposure to hostile environmental factors, or both, the older the 
organism, the greater the risk of disease, impairment and death 
(Shanas and Binstock, 1976). 
Because aging is such an extremely complex process, it is hard 
to separate the physiological from the psychological. Both are 
intertwined completely in terms of an individual's health. Physical 
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and psychological well-being are matters of great social as well as 
personal concern. Health and illness affect an individual's perfonnance 
of basic personal tasks of daily living and expected roles. Impainnent 
and disability increase the probability of failure in carrying out 
these tasks; which increases dependency, and this loss of autonomy has 
a negatiVe affect on self-evaluation and life satisfaction. Physical 
health is thus a key personal resource for an individual and a social 
concern (Binstock and Shanas, 1976). Without it, psychological problems 
arise. 
Complexly interwoven with the physical effects of aging and 
bereavement are the psychological. Behavioral responses to loss are 
numerous, including guilt, anger, depressi<iln, anxiety, restlessness, 
lack of appetite, and preoccupation with the image of the deceased. 
Due to the stresses of loss, the bereaved are often mentally depressed 
and unable to cope or to fl.mction with everyday life. These combined 
physical and psychological stresses can, if not abated, lead to pre-
mature death of the surviving spouse. Although Freud (1917) documented 
five psychological and somatic reactions to the death of a spouse: 
painful defection, cessation of interest in the outside world, loss 
of the capacity of love, inhibition of all activity, and absence or 
disturbance of self-regard, Paula Clayton (1969) found only three 
symptoms in nonnal bereavement: depressed rood, sleep disturbance, 
and crying, as expressed by IIPre than half of the 40 subjects. She 
fomd no striking differences in the manifestations of these symptoms 
between those of different ages, sexes, length of illness, or rela-
tionship to the deceased. Clayton, et.al. (1970) investigated 
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similarities and differences between muming and depression and 
found that those experiencing loss manifested psychological symptoms 
indistinguishable from depressive illness. Paula Clayton found that 
these symptoms were seen by both the mumer and those in the environ-
ment as nonnal. Furthenoore, these researchers feel that those 
exhibiting symptoms of depression occurring after the death of a near 
relative should not be included with those suffering from depression 
as a primary affective disorder. In agreement with this research, 
depression is seen by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross (1969) as one of the five 
... 
stages in grief over loss of loved ones. Depression is looked at as 
a nonnal state in the grieving process and a precursor to reactive 
depression only if in excess. 
The psychological effects of bereavement have been documented by 
others. Stiener, et. al. (1969) defined the total grief process as a 
self-limited, short-lived depression whieh is usually spontaneously 
I 
resolved, but which may become physically pathological. Parkes 
,••t 
(1964) reported increased physician utilization during bereavement, and 
Holmes and Rahe (1967) placed death of a spouse as the mst stressful 
item on the Social Readjustment Rating Scale. Roes and Lutkins report 
an increased rortali ty rate 3IJDng survivors following the death of 
someone close (1967). 
It was found in a study of widows by Carey (1977) that anticipa-
tory grief--the capacity to experience grief and come to terms with 
loss before the loss actually occurs, helps the individual recover 
from grief JIPre rapidly. Carey placed the critical time of forewarning 
at two weeks. Glick, Weiss, and Parks (1974) suggested from their 
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study that anticipatory grief did not reduce the intensity of grief, 
but· that longer forewarning correlated with satisfactory adjustment to 
widowhood. 
Because an elderly person experiences "multiple losses" with 
increased age, he roves from a state of independence to dependence 
which is influenced by the individual's own circumstances. Family and 
social support become increasingly important with age. The need for 
security becomes greater as one gets older. As the ·level of economic 
and erotional security decreases, adjustment to changing ·environment 
I 
becomes mre difficult. The aged take comfort in familiar surroundings, 
which includes family and close friends ()Erriam, 1977). r.bst older 
people have highly articulated net'I-X)rks of interaction and frequent 
encounters with irrmediate family rembers and friends. It has been 
fotmd that the connectedness of rost elderly rembers to their families 
has been tmbroken despite our societal complexity. For those elderly 
persons who have had substantial .involverent in kin family networks 
over the life span, there seems to be rore stability, better adjust-
rent to old age, and a healthier rental attitude. The family linkage 
to the elderly person is thus of critical importance (Troll, 1971). 
So with this particular reference to the elderly and bereaverent, it 
seems logical that Schwab (1976) fotmd that lessened social support 
was the single greatest factor responsible for unresolved grief. It 
is inp>rtant for the elderly to work through his grief by allowing 
him to draw upon all other family and friendship relationships for 
support. Grief reactions expressed through tears, conversation, and 
recollection of experiences shared with the deceased help ease the 
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pain of grief. Grief is a complex and mixed erotion, and the rost 
important factor is comnn.mication and support through friends and 
family (Marjolis, 1975). Kastenbaum (1969) pointed out that reluctance 
to conm.micate about death narrowed the social support system. Engel 
(1962) found that the task of resolving loss became IIDre difficult in 
direct proportion to the dependency of t;he relationship. Carey (1977) , 
. however, found that happiness in marriage was not a significant 
factor in bereavement adjustment. 
The folklore that "tillE heals all wotmds" is subject to dispute. 
Several writers, including Kastenbaum (1969) and Kutscher (1969) felt 
that the shortest and best healer was not re1ated to time but what the 
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bereaved person did and accomplished within this time. Quality not 
quantity was the determinante of how successful the healing would be 
and how long it would take. Kastenbaum (1969) stated that the outside 
social pressures as well as internal unconscious pressures urged the 
bereaved person to confonn to a socially accepted timetable of grief. 
He suggested that an older person may require rore than the usual year 
to resolve grief due to the bereavement overload of mul. tiple losses. '; 
The older person, in his view, feels that he is no longer able to 
respond fully to a new death because he is still working through the 
grief process for previous deaths, as well as losses such as sale of 
family house, retirellEnt, financial and economic losses, status, and/ or 
debilitating changes, which are signals in his own body that remind 
him that his own death is near. That fear of death exists is undebat-
able. However, attitudes toward death are a product of collective 
experiences and learned reactions toward it (Bengston, et.al., 1977). 
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Today' s elderly are {lroducts of that learned fear and do not view death 
as a natural process (Margolis, 1975). 
Blick, Weiss, and Parks (1974) fotmd that mst widows, after one 
year, were fairly detached from their husbands. Co~lete detacbrrent, 
in their opinion, required three to four years. However, their study 
· wa.s done with persons tmder the age of 45, rather than with an older 
population, which is dealing with nrultiple losses. Carey (1977) found 
that widowers remarry sooner and rore frequently than widows. In 
addition, income was found to have a po~itive relationship to grief 
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adjustment--the higher one's income, the better the adjustment. Carey 
also fOtmd that age was a factor in bereavement adjustment. Widowed 
persons with college or graduate degrees were better adjusted than 
those who had a high school education or less. .Another significant 
variable found by Carey and Fulton (1977) was religion. Fulton noted 
that belief in an afterlife did not seem to reduce the initial intensity 
of grief but did help sustain JIPrale when grief began to subside. 
In discussing the role of ftmerals and grief in our current 
society, Fulton (1976) points out that approximately 1 percent of the 
population dies, each year and that 62 percent of those who died in 
1976 were over ~5 years of age. (Population growth prediction suggests 
that by 1980, 30 million of the population will be over the age of 
sixty-five). In the 1920's on the other hand, the highest mrtality 
rate was anong young children and infants. There has thus been a 
dramatic shift in the incidence or mrtality across age gtotips and, 
consequently, a shift in the age and nature of the key survivors. In 
short, we are entering a t~ when widows and widowers over the age of 
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65 will constitute a large segnent of the population. 
Reflecting on the emergence of this large number of men and 
women who have lost their husbands and wives, we are reminded that 
death of a spouse is considered one of the highest causes of stress a 
person may ever encounter in his lifetime. The literature shows that 
mst of the stress of bereavenent, with positive and negative elements, 
occurs during the first year after the person is bereaved (Parkes, 
1972; Clayton, 1969) . With older persons who may be experiencing 
multiple bereavements, Carpenter (1976) notes that they may become 
overwhelmed with loss and grief. One possible outlet for this grief 
may be the funeral rituals which express the integral dignity and worth 
of the person (Kastenbaum, 1969) • The assumption that viewing the 
body is an important factor in the resolution of grief is put forth 
by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross (1969). Kubler-Ross believes that seeing and 
perhaps interacting with the body is vi tal in tenns of coming to accept 
the death of the person, as well as accepting one's own impending 
death. For example, in the Jewish tradition the roumer is required to 
see the body and then to participate in rouming rituals to assist him 
in coming to tenns with death. 
The role and function of the funeral ritual has long been a sub- · 
j ect of interest to antropologists observing the impact of various 
funeral rites on the bereaved have suggested that certain procedures 
are more helpful than others in facilitating the grieving process 
(Kubler-Ross, 1969; Fulton, 1976; Parkes, 1976; Rather, 1971). In a 
research project done bi Glick, Weiss, and Parkes (1974) they reported 
that npst widows tended to find viewing the body repugnant, a1 though 
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all but three of the 49 widows in their study held traditional wakes. 
Fifty-two percent indicated that the effect on them had been negative, 
and 30 percent of the total who had viewed, wished they had not done 
so. Only 14 percent were glad they had done so. However, the widows 
indica ted that the sight of their spouse in the casket tmmistakabl y 
indicated death, although at that point the pain of their loss became 
almost unbearable. 
In a study by Robert Fulton (1976) of 576 persons, those who had 
participated in a traditional ftmeral and had viewed the body and had 
involved their relatives and friends in the funeral reported having 
fewer adjustlrent problems than those who did not. Additionally, their 
recall of the deceased spouse was roore positive. 
In a survey of 1060 persons, "American Attitudes Toward Death," 
sponsored by the Casket Manufactures Association, 50 percent of the 
subjects believed that the casekt should be open during the wake and 
clqsed during the funeral. The respondents who believed that the casket 
should be open on both occasions totaled 30 percent, with only 5 percent 
believing that the body should not be present at either time. An 
important part of our study will be to analyze the effects of viewing 
and visitation on bereavement adjustment among the elderly. 
The Personal Orientation Inventory 
The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) , is the instrument used 
to measure adjustment in this study. Ladenberger (in Knapp, 1976) 
administered the POI to 225 individuals selected from top and middle 
levels o£ management. It was fotmd that the higher the level of 
IllUlagerent, the more self-actualized the person was. Smith (in Knapp, 
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1976) hypothesized that there were two types of small businessmen and 
that they would differ in their levels of self-actualization. He dif-
ferentiated them on basis of orientation and characteristic behavior 
patterns. The group that was described as having a limited range of 
culture, a narrowness of education, low social awareness, lack of 
flexibility, and tine limited to the present and past was fmmd to be 
less self-actualized than the broader range group. 
Family and support systems also have been f01m.d to influence 
self-actualization. Gibb (1968) made ·several conclusions with regard 
to family and self-actualization. In his study, it was f01m.d that 
self-actualization increased in children from homes whose parents had 
finished high school. His study was done with college-aged individuals 
only. 
StUlliila.;y 
The preceding review of literature indicates that the elderly 
person experiences multiple losses with increased age--moving from a 
state of independence to dependence which is influenced by the individ-
ual's own circumstances. Family and social support becOJre increasingly 
important with age. The need for security becomes greater as one gets 
older. As the level of economic and em tiona! security decreases, 
adjustnent to changing environment becones rore difficult. The folk-
lore that "tine heals all wounds" is subject to dispute. Kastenbaum 
(1969) suggests that healing may be more difficult and tiire constuning 
for the elderly person who is already in a state of "emtional-overload" 
due to multiple losses. The older person, in his view, is no longer 
able to respond fully to a new death because he is still working through 
the grief. process for previous deaths, as well as losses such as sale 
of family house, retirenent, financial and economic losses, status, 
and/or debilitating changes which are signals in his own body that 
remind him that his own death is near. 
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· M:>dem society is seen by Janes 0. Carpenter (1976) as death-
denying and age-defying, both of which have implications for bereave-
ment in the elderly person. The institutionalization of the ill and 
dying and the association between aging and death lead to social 
devaluation of persons who are aged. This social devaluation of older 
persons leads to lowered self-concept, which has considerable influence 
on their physiological and psychological needs. Because of our 
societal views on aging and death, the elderly person :incorporates 
youth-oriented values into his own self-image, coming to believe the 
population stereotyping about aging (Kastenbaum, 1969) • The ag:ing 
person regards his life as less valuable now than when youn ger, as 
does society at large. This affects a person' s feel:ings about his 
remain:ing life, impending death, and feel:ings that he has about other 
elderly persons. The older person may becone involved in a self-
fulfilling prophecy: that his life lacks value, that he will :inevitably 
decline physically and mentally, and that there is little to look 
forward to except death. Thus, both personal and perceived societal 
attitudes are related to stereotyping and affect an individual's self-
concept, which in tum influences his psychological and physiological 
health (Russell, 1977). The restrictiveness of age prejudice blocks 
both the biological and emtional self-fulfillment needs and can 
alienate a person from himself and others. 
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Although many myths concerning older persons and sexuality have 
been discredited, the elderly still live with adverse stigna. As a 
result of negative feedback from i.np>rtant "others" many older couples 
court in an atm:>sphere of secrecy that borders on sha.ne. The physio-
logical changes which accompany the final stages of adu1 t development 
alter, but need not destroy sexual enjoyment. The greatest losses 
reported in the attai.nnent of sexual intimacy arise from the loss of an 
appropriate partner and the inability to move beyond prejudice and 
generationally held beliefs. For many elderly, who for various reasons 
no longer have the opportunity for sexual intercourse, expressions of 
sexuality are found which are not dependent upon a sexual act. Areas 
o£ sexuality are often redefined and can be viewed in tenns of love 
fulfilled through the network of friends and family. 
In general, there is an increasing recognition that the typical 
societal definition of what old age is, and should be, does not fit in 
with the intuitive and rational sensing. To be infinn, senile, unpro-
ductive, inactive, and listless may be what the aged are supposed to 
be, but it is not what they are feeling (Ponzo, 1978). Many of these 
conmm stereotypings are currently being reexamined and reappraised. 
Making note of these facts the researcher poses the following 
hypothesis in this study: 
ffo: What similarities or differences exist in Personal Orienta-
tion between a group of bereaved and non-bereaved aged (60 
years and older) as measured by the POI? 
Literature Related to the POI 
The degree of s.elf-actualization was taken as a measure of 
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emtional stability for this study. In a previous study to examine 
the relationship of self~actualization to the major personality con~ 
structs, Knapp and Comrey (1973) administered the POI and the Comrey 
Personality Scales (CPS). They fotmd that there was a positive corre: 
lation between emotional stability and self-actualization. In parti-
cular, significant correlations of both the POI's major Time-Competence 
and Inner-Directed to CPS Emotional Stability Scale were found. 
Because self-actualization correlates positively with emotional 
stability, it can be used as a measure of "adjustment" during the 
postbereavement period. 
In further review of the literature for the POI, it was fotmd 
that there were many studies in different areas, including college 
students, nurses, creativity, alcoholics, drug abusers, marathon groups, 
clergymen, and personality characteristics. However there were few 
studies on "nonnal adults" and even fewer on the elderly. There were 
also very few studies done on how different demographic variables 
affect self-actualization. 
In the area of the relationship between personality characteris-
tics and self-actualization, the literature revealed farily consistent 
results. Mirgulis (1969) fotmd several specific conclusions: 1) A 
positive relationship exists between value orientation and self-
actualization, 2) The higher self-actualized group are more aware of 
the interconnectedness between task achievement and soci~need satis-
faction, 3) The behavior of the more self-actualized groups are less 
determined by formal structure. Wills (1974) study also found a posi-
tive correlation between self-concept and self-actualization. However, 
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he fotuld that self-actualization varied with other personality variables. 
The more a person saw oneself as physically and mentally healthy and 
the rore open to self-criticism one was, the IlDre self-actualized one's 
scores were. Gerber (1964) fotu1d a positive correlation between self-
actualization and creativity in a sample of college students. In 
contrast, Summerfield (1974) did not find a significant relationship 
between creativity and self-actualization, but he did find one between 
risk-taking and self-actualization. 
The review of literature on deroographic variables and how they 
affect self-actualization as neasured by the POI, indicated that fur-
ther research is needed in npst of these areas. As pointed out by 
LeMay and Damm (1960), the existence of a sex difference has not been 
discussed in the literature on self-actualization. This matter needs 
to be more fully researched so it can be incorporated into the self-
actualizing theory. In one study by Wills (1974), it was fotu1d that 
there was a difference in males and femles, but their differences 
were determined by combinations with other personality variables. 
In the area of education, a study dane by Damm (1970), indicated 
that both creativity and high intelligence were related positively to 
self-actualization. · He used the Inner-Support subscale for his study. 
Weber's study (1970) was consistent with these findings. His study of 
Catholic high school girls revealed that lower ability girls had lower 
self-actualizing scores an the POI. Smith (in Knapp, 1976) showed a 
positive correlation between self-actualization and social awareness, 
educational level, and flexibility. 
LaBach (1969) positively related self-actualizing with age, 
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marriage, sa tis faction with college, infrequency of religious attendance, 
and political liberalism. The POI has been administered to many clergy 
over the past ten years. Greely (1970) studied the Alrerican Catholic 
Priesthood and fotmd that those priests, who were relatively rore self-
actualized, did not hold traditional values and \'iere also less apt to 
stay in the priesthood. The roore conservative the priest's views 
were, the less self-actualized he was. Reg1in (1976) found similar 
results with clergy having an Evangelican background. The roore con-
servative their views were, the less self-.actualized he was. Reglin 
(1976) found similar results with clergy having an Evangelican back-
ground. The rore conservative their views, the less self-actualized, 
less growth-oriented, and less innovative they were. In another study 
done by Burke (1973), comparing different levels of religious orienta-
tion, it was found that the highest level of religious orientation 
(Clergy or Religious Order Member) was the rost self-actualized, with 
an active parish rember next, and the student rember the least self-
actualized. 
Finally in the area of age and self-actualization,· very few com-
parative studies have been done. Jansen (1974) reported POI means in 
ten year age intervals from 20 years for state hospital alcoholics. 
Although the change in mean scores was not great, scores decreased with 
increased age. Summerfield (1974) found no significant differences 
between the age groups of 16-18 and 25-26 in terms of their self-
actualization mean scores on the POI. In Greely's study (1970) of 
Catholic Priests at 10 year intervals ranging from 26 to 35 to 56 and 
over, the POI mean scores decreased with age. 
CBAPTER III 
METIDDS .AND PROCEDURES 
This chapter will describe the research population and the sample 
drawn from it, the instrumentation employed, the procedures initiated 
for obtaining the data, and the statistical methods employed for 
analyses. 
SAMPLING 
The sample for this study was drawn from that geographical 
area defined as metropolitan Chicago by the Bureau of Vital Statistics. 
The sample was a non-probability sample classified as purposive sampl-
ing, which is characterized by the use of judgement and a deliberate 
I 
effort to obtain representative samples by including presumably 
typical areas or groups in the sample (Kerlinger, 1973). The pur-
posive sampling was accomplished by interviewing volunteers at Diner 
Site locations, various places of worship and residences. Tables 1 
and 2 (page 38 and 39) represent sUIImJary data on the sample. 
In considering the sample selection, two basic concerns were 
addressed (Campbell and Stanley, 1971), the sample size and the degree 
to which that sample approximates the populations and the degree of 
error in utilizing a sample as opposed to an entire population. Because 
there are only a limited number of bereaved individuals available the 
researcher was forced to limit the number of non-bereaved as well. The 
researcher is setting a realistic and workable goal of N=60 (30 
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Table 1 
Description of Population - Non-Bereaved 
N = 29 Frequency Percent 
Sex. 
Female 18 62.0 
M:lle 11 38.0 
Marital Status 
Married 6 20.6 
l.Innarried 23 79.4 
Age 
60-65 3 10.3 
65-69 6 20.6 
70-74 9 31.0 
75-79 4 13.7 
80-84 6 20.6 
Over 84 1 3.4 
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Table 2 
Description of Population - Bereaved 
N·= 32 Frequency Percent 
Sex 
Fenale 19 59.4 
Male 13 40.6 
Marital Status 
Widowed 32 100.0 
Married 0 00.0 
Age 
60-65 9 28.1 
65-69 5 15.6 
70-74 8 25.0 
75-79 3 9.4 
80-84 5 15.6 
Over 84 2 6.3 
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bereaved and 30 non-bereaved). 
In an effort to insure generalizability to that of the general 
population with the previously discussed limitations, the following 
rationale for the geographical parameters of the sample was followed: 
The Bureau of Census reports that 64 percent of those age 60 and over 
live in retropoli tan areas. Of the total older population, 34 percent 
live in the central city and 30 percent live in metropolitan areas out-
side the central city (Richard Blake, 1978). 
The individuals comprised both an experirental and control group. 
Both are similar in that they are individuals of both sexes over the 
age of 60 years. The experimental group had experienced the loss of a 
spouse within a three to eleven month time period prior to the time of 
investigation. The control group had not experienced that particular 
loss. For purposes of this investigation, the experimental group is 
referred to as the BEREAVED group; and the control group as NON-BEREAVED. 
PROCEIURES 
The initial procedure for this study involved the location of 
suitable subjects. As previously mentioned, appropriate sampling selec-
tion criteria were considered. For actual sampling, diner sites and 
places of worship were utilized. Diner Sites are federally-funded 
lunch locations located in the greater Chicago area. The Diner Site 
Program is administered and supervised by the Mayor's Office for Senior 
Citizens and Handicapped-Chicago Nutrition Program fOr Older Adults. 
The criteria for admission in a program is two-fold: 1) the individual 
must be 60 years of age or older and 2) the individual must pay $. 75 
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per l1.mch. The sites number over 100 in various locations. They are 
open a nri.nimum of two days per week and maximum of six. All sites 
are supervised by field workers from the Mayor's office and are manned 
on a daily basis by one or rore vol1.mteers usually from the older 
population they serve. 
By virtue of being at one of these sights, the individual 
classifies himself as middle to lower-middle income class and also 
non-institutionalized. In an attempt to insure broader generalizability 
the researcher sought the aid of Clergy from the same geographical 
area but whose parishioners fell in the middle to upper-middle income 
level. Once contacted, the Clergy was asked to seek volunteers for 
this study. Upon consent by an individual his/her name was forwarded 
to an interviewer for further contact. 
Both samples of bereaved and non-bereaved individuals were 
selected from volunteers from diner's sites and through the Clergy. 
Individuals were never contacted or approached by researchers initially. 
This approach was selected in a rationale that was two-fold: 1) Due 
to the sensitivity of the subject it was found that it was rore htmlaile 
to approach their willingness to be interviewed through a trusted 
"caretaker". 2) It was found that individuals were less pressured 
to give a positive response to a caretaker, therefore, insuring a true 
volunteer population and nri.nimizing stress and resistance of a reluctant 
participant. 
The use of volunteers is limiting but necessary in this study. 
Limiting in the fact that volunteers may have some intrinsic characteris-
tics not found in non-volunteers. These independent variables are 
considered extraneous to the experinental process and could cause 
spurious results. However, the use of vohmteers is necessary 
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because one cannot test an individual who does not wish to be tested. 
In this study the use of volunteers is necessary because of the sensi-
tivity of the subjects, especially in the bereaved category. 
:1\'ethods of gathering data yielded significant inforn.ation which 
was used in the design of the researc~. The researcher found that the 
interview nethod, on a one-to-one basis, was roost effective with this 
population. A review of prior research reinforced the researcher's 
pre-test conclusions that trained interviewers would be best suited to 
deal with the physiological losses and the diminished self-esteem 
experienced by this age group. 
Five interviewers were trained and eJI¥>loyed in the collection of 
data. All interviewers were counselors with prior experience in deal-
ing with subjects who are elderly. All of these counselors were 
female. 
The training of the counselor/interviewers was held in individual 
and group sessions. Focus was placed on familiarity with the instru-
nent to be used, the specific problems of communication with the 
subjects, (e. g., proper visual and auditory stimulus), and the 
sensitivity of the subjects. The interviewers were trained to both 
read the question to the individual being tested, and simultaneously 
give the person the printed questions. All questions had been printed 
in extra large type, two questions to each page. The interview was 
also selected because of the length of the test. The interview 
technique would hopefully keep the individuals being tested interested. 
The researcher in this study felt that an interview was necessary to 
obtain complete information. 
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A concluding rationale for the use of an interview for the 
research is that it is "congruent" with the survey approach to investi-
gation. When information is difficult to obtain by other methods, the 
interview is invaluable. Finally, as has been noted, interviewing may 
be the only way to conmn.micate with the aged population and, therefore, 
the only source of data collection (Kerlinger, 1973). 
Various attempts to collect data were aborted. Inquiry to the 
Bureau of Vital Statistics of Cook Comty, (in an attempt to gain 
access to death certificates) was answered by a denial. Fmeral 
Directors ~re contacted in an attempt to solicit their cooperation 
in the study. They reported a resistance to enter into any interac-
tion which could be interpreted negatively by a sensitive public. 
The researcher ultimately found that contact with the bereaved 
group was most likely successful through a person who interacted 
directly with the subject. This contact came to be known as the 
"caretaker". "Caretakers" of the elderly who were willing to 
cooperate \~th the researcher were broken into three defined cate-
gories, friend, Clergy and diner-site supervisor. Initial contact 
was made through the "caretaker", many of whom manifested attitudes of 
concern for the privacy, esteem and general sense of "well-being'' of 
the subjects. Interviewers typically spent great amount of time 
speaking ·to the various caretakers in an effort to gain trust and 
acceptance. It was not atypical to gain acceptance on one level of 
a hierarchy in order to be rejected at the next. 
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The interviews were held in diner-sites, houses of worship and 
private residences. The collection of data was acco~lished in one 
structured, in-depth interview. Individuals were advised of their 
right to abort the session at any tire. Interviewers were instructed 
to evaluate the psycho/physiological stress level of subjects due to 
their age and the sensitivity of the bereaved group. Only one inter-
view was aborted due to the physical stamina of the subject. This 
interview was done in two sessions. 
All participants were given a ronetary reward of $5.00. A minimal 
anptnlt of subjects refused the reward co~letely. 
INSTRtEENTATION 
In addition to the nonnative data gathered by structured inter-
view, the P.O.I., previously rentioned on page 30, was administered in 
one structured in-depth interview to a group of bereaved and non-bereaved 
elderly (60 years and older). The Personal Orientation Inventory 
(P.O.I.) developed by Everett L. Shostrom (1968) is designed to measure 
degrees of rovernent toward self-actualization. Bloxom (in Bures, 
1972, p. 290) describes the p·.o.r. as "a self-report instrument 
designed to assess values, attitudes and behavior relevant to Maslow's 
concept of the self-actualizing person." Self-actualization, as 
. -
defined in the P.O.I. Manual, is described as a person utilizing 
their tnlique talents and potential in a manner conducive to an enriched 
life (Shostrom, 1968). Shostrom describes the self-actualized person 
as one who is fully functioning. Specific variables assessed by the 
P.O.!. are: inner support--the tendency of a person to quite generally 
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act on and be guided by his own principles and motives, in contrast to 
responding to a wide variety of external pressures. .Another is time 
competence--the tendency of the person to live primarily in the pre-
sent, free of hangups over past events and future uncertainties. 
The test consists of 150 two-choice comparative value judgements. 
Items were chosen from among a series of significant value judgement 
problems by therapists. The scores were determined by several 
criteria: Reisman's concept of inner and outer directed tendencies 
(Reisman, 1950), Maslow's self-actualization notions (Maslow, 1954), 
and May's view concerning time orientation (May, 1958). The scales 
are described in Appendix C, page 99. 
The test was normed on 2,607 college students from mid-western 
universities. The correlations obtained in this study are at a level 
of reliability as high as that reported for most personality measure. 
Shostrom reported a high level of validity and stressed that the inven-
tory significantly discriminated between self~actualizatton and non-
self-actualization on all of the 12 scales. 
Bloxom reports that the content validity of the various P.O.I. 
scales is good. He further notes that "the reliability coefficients 
range from a roderate • 55 to a good .85 (Buros, p. 291). 
Data Collection 
After the instrument was administered to the selected sample, 
the results from the P. 0. I. were tabulated, coded, and computer 
scored. Descriptive analysis was done on the calculated data. The 
researcher used a computer facility. The Personal Orientation Inven-~ 
toery (P .0. I.) mean scores comparing the two S?IDPles for each of the 
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individual 14 variables and the two ratio scores were c~ared through 
t-test statistics. The results of these scores in graph, table and 
discussion fonn in Chapter IV. 
OfAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Olapter IV reports the findings of this study. The Personal 
Orientation Inventory (POI) mean scores for both groups are compared 
through t-test statistics and presented in graph and table forms. The 
t-Test scores are descTiptively analyzed for the two Ratio Scores and 
each of the other 14 variables. 
The exploratory research hypothesis asks: 
Ho: What similarities or differences exist in Personal 
Orientation between a group of bereaved and non-bereaved 
aged (60 years and older) as reasured by the POI? 
Ratio variable #1, Time Competency (TI/TC) : This variable 
yielded a rean score for the bereaved group of 1. 94 71 and a mean 
score for the non-bereaved group of 2.4065. The t score was 1.38, 
probability of .185. This result indicates no significant difference 
exists between mean scores of the two groups. The data was also 
examined for differences in variance. The standard deviation for 
bereaved was 0. 942 and the standard devaiation for non-bereaved was 
1.65. The F value was 2.90, significant at the .01 level or beyond. 
This difference indicates that the spread of scores for the bereaved 
sanple was significantly narrower. 
Ratio variable #2, Support Ratio Other-Irmer: This variable 
yielded a rean score for the bereaved group of 1. 5741 and a rean score 
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for the non-bereaved group of 1.5228. This yielded a t score of 0.43, 
probability of 0.678. This result indicates that no significant dif-
ferences exist between the two groups. In addition to the examination 
of mean scores the data was examined for differences in variance. The 
standard deviation for group one was 0.083 and the standard deviation 
for group tWo was 0. 093. The analysis yielded a F value of 0. 598 
indicating no significant difference between the various of the two 
groups. 
Variable #1, Time Competency: The mean score for the bereaved 
group was 14.22 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group was 14.94. 
This yielded a t score of 0. 93 and a probability value of 0. 357. This 
result indicates that no significant differences exist between the 
two groups in Time Competence (TC) . 
Variable #2, !ruler Directed: The mean score for the bereaved 
group was 74.1250 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group was 
74.3448. This yielded a t score of 0.09 and a probability value of 
0.928. This result indicates that no significant differences exists 
between the two groups in !IUler Directed (I) . 
Variable #3, Self-Actualizing Value: The mean score for the 
bereaved group was 18.5626 and the mean score for the non-bereaved 
group was 18.2069. This yielded a t score of -0.47 and a probability 
value of 0.642. This result indicates that no significant differences 
exists between the two groups in Self-Actualizing Value (SAV). 
Variable #4, Existentiality: The mean score for the bereaved 
group was 15. 0938 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group was 
16.8267. This yielded at score of 1.86 and a probability value of 
0.067. While not at the .OS level of significance, this result does 
indicate a rather strong trend toward the possibility of some differ-
ence between the two groups on Existentiality (Ex). 
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Variable #5, Feeling Reactivity: The mean score for the bereaved 
group was 13.6250 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group was 
13.5862. This yielded a t score of -0.06 and a probability value of 
0.954. This result indicates that no significant differences exist 
between the two groups on Feeling Reactivity (Fr). 
Variable #6, Spontaneity: The mean score for the bereaved group 
was 10.8750 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group was 10.5172. 
This yielded at score of 0.71 and a probability value of 0.479. This 
result indicates that no significant differences exists between the two 
groups on Spontaneity (S). 
Variable #7, Self-Regard: The mean score for the bereaved group 
was 12.5000 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group was 12.3448. 
This yielded at score of -0.28 and a probability value of 0.778. This 
result indicates that no significant differences exists between the 
two groups on Self-Regard (Sr). 
Variable #8, Self Acceptance: The mean score for the bereaved 
group was 14. 3438 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group was 
13.9310. This yielded a t score of 0.43 and a probability value of 
0.665. This result indicates that no significant differences exists 
between the two groups on Self Acceptance (Sa) • 
Variable #9, Nature of Man: The mean score for the bereaved 
group was 10.9375 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group· was 
9.5172. This yielded a t score of -2.56 and a probability value of 
0.013. This result indicates a significant difference does exist 
between the two groups on Nature of Man (Nc) with the bereaved group 
mre constructive in their view of man. 
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Variable #10, Synergy: The mean score for the bereaved group 
was 6. 000 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group was 5. 7241. 
This yielded at score of 0.73 and a probability value of 0.471. This 
resUlt indicates that no significant differences exists between the 
two groups on Synergy (Sy) • 
Variable #11, Acceptance of Aggression: The mean score for the 
bereaved group was 12.8123 and the mean score for the non-bereaved 
group was 13.5862. This yielded a t score of 1.01 and a probability 
value of 0.315. This result indicates that no significant differences 
exists between the two groups on Acceptance of Aggression (A). 
Variable #12, Capacity for Intimate Contact: The mean score for 
the bereaved group was 14.3125 and the mean score for the non-bereaved 
group was 15. 3103. This yielded a t score of 1.14 and a probability 
value of 0.259. This result indicates that no significant differences 
exists between the two groups in capacity for Intimate Contact (C). 
Variable /tl3, Time Incompetence: The mean score for the bereaved 
group was 8.3125 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group was 
7.9310. This yielded at score of 0.56 and a probability value of 
0.580. This result indicates that no significant differences exists 
between the two groups on Time Incompetence (TI) • 
Variable #14, Other Directed: The mean score for the bereaved 
group was 49.4375 and the mean score for the non-bereaved group was 
51.7586. This yielded at score of 1.01 and a probability value of 
0.319. This result indicates that no significant differences exists 
between the two groups on Other Directed (O) . 
SUM4ARY OF FINDINGS 
Chapter IV has reported the findings obtained through the 
administration of the POI to a bereaved and non-bereaved group of 
aged. The t-Tests;, presented in graph, table and descriptive fonn, 
have been presented for -the two Ratio Scores and each of the fourteen 
variables of the POI. In addition to the comparison of the mean 
scores for the two groups each of the two Ratio Scores were analyzed 
for significant differences between the variance of the two groups. 
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The results of this procedure show no significant differences 
between the bereaved and non-bereaved population in mean scores for 
both of the Ratio Scores and 13 out of the 14 variables. The analysis 
of variance for the two Ratio Scores indicated a significant difference 
in the cluster of scores in the Time Ratio (TI/TC) . The bereaved 
group also scored significantly higher than the non-bereaved group in 
Nature of Man, Constructive (Nc). Also, the non-bereaved group 
approached a significantly higher score in Existentiality (Ex) than 
the non-bereaved group. However, as seen in Graph I, neither of these 
scores approach Shostrom's Self-Actualized Group. 
In summary, the two groups are very similar in their scores on 
the POI in the Two Ratio Scores and in 13 out of 14 variables. The 
two groups are significantly different in the variable Nature of !~, 
Constructive (Nc), with the bereaved group scoring higher. The two 
groups are somewhat different in the variable Existentiality (Ex), with 
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Table 3 
t-Test For Ratio Scores on the POI 
Variable 
Number of Standard Standard l' -~ 2-Tail T Degrees of · 2-Tail 
Cases ~an Deviation Error Value Prob. Value Freedom Prob. 
Time Competency TI/TC: 
Group I · 32 
Group 2 29 
Support Ratio Other/Inner: 
Group 1 32 
Group 2 29 
1. 9471 0. 942 
2. 4065 1. 605 
1.5741 0.457 
1. 5228 0. 503 
*Separate variance estimate 
**Pooled variance estimate 
Group 1 = Bereaved 
Group 2 = Non-Bereaved 
0.167 
0.298 
0.081 
0.093 
2.90 0.005 
1. 21 0. 598 
1.38 44.32 0.185* 
0.43 59 0.678** 
Vl 
VI 
Table 4 
t-Test for Variable Scores on the POI 
Pooled Variance Estimate 
NUiriber Standard Standard T Degrees of 2-Tail 
Variable of Cases Mean Deviation Error Value Freedom Probabilitr 
SA 
GropP 1 32 14.3438 3.525 0.623 -0.43 59 0.665 
Group 2 29 13.9310 3.891 0.722 
*NC 
., Group 1 32 10.9375 2.327 0.411 -2.56 59 0.013* 
Group 2 29 9.5172 1.975 0.367 
SY 
Group 1 32 6.0000 1.459 0.258 -0.73 59 0.471 
Group 2 29 5.7241 1.509 0.280 
A 
Group 1 32 12.8125 2.923 0.517 -1.01 59 0.315 
Group 2 29 13.5862 2.042 0.565 
c 
Group 1 32 14.3125 3.136 0.554 -1.14 59 0.259 
Group 2 29 15.3103 3.704 0.688 
U1 
~ 
Nliiliber 
Variable of Cases Mean 
TI 
Group 1 32 8.3125 
Group 2 29 7.9310 
0 
Group 1 32 49.4375 
Group 2 29 51.7586 
TC 
Group.1 32 14.2188 
Group 2 29 14.9310 
I 
Group 1 32 74.1250 
Group 2 29 74.3448 
SAV 
Group 1 32 18.5625 
Group 2 29 18.2069 
Table 4 (continued) 
Standard Standard 
Deviation Error 
2.361 0.417 
2.987 0.555 
8.621 1.524 
9.414 1. 748 
2.871 0.507 
3.116 0.579 
9.150 1.618 
9.803 1.820 
3.151 Q.S57 
2.744 0.509 
Pooled Variance Estimate 
T Degrees of 2-Tail 
Value Freedom Probability 
-0.56 59 0.580 
-1.01 59 0.319 
-0.93 59 0.357 
-0.09 59 0.928 
-0.47 59 0.642 
U1 
U1 
Nliiiiber 
Variable of Cases Mean 
EX 
Group 1 32 15.0938 
Group 2 29 16.8276 
FR 
Group 1 32 13.6250 
Group 2 29 13.5862 
s 
Group 1 32 10.8750 
Group 2 29 10.5172 
SR 
Group 1 32 12.5000 
Group 2 29 12.3448 
--
* Significant .OS level or beyond 
Table 4 (continued) 
Standard Standard 
Deviation Error 
3.693 0.653 
3.556 0.660 
2.393 0.423 
2.835 0.526 
1.897 0.335 
2.029 0.377 
1.867 0.330 
2.409 0.447 
T Degrees of 
Value ·Freedom 
-1.86 59 
-0.06 59 
-0.71 59 
-0.28 59 
2-Tail 
Probability 
0.067 
0.954 
0.479 
0. 778 
t.n 
0\ 
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the non-bereaved group scoring somewhat, although not significantly 
higher. The non-bereaved group shows a significant difference in their 
scoring pattern in the Time Ratio. 
Chapter V includes a summary of the first four chapters of this 
study, a discussion of results, and the researcher's conclusions and 
recommendations. 
OfAPTER V 
Never in the history of Western Civilization have so many people 
lived for so long. Current projections indicated that this population 
trend will continue with an expected peak of people over the age of 65 
in the year 2030. This unmistakable demgraphic trend has created 
incentives to understand the patterns, processes and reaning of that 
period of development identified as "old age". The lack of practical 
and professional understanding exhibited toward this special segment 
of our society is reflected historically in research efforts which 
rost often lump them together as a total group with little thought to 
their unique or individual characteristics. 
The introductory section to this study and the review of 
literature have documented an ever increasing awareness of this problem 
'• 
and growing attempts at gaining rore specific infonnation. Recently, 
Arbor (1981) studied the aged and the bereavenent process. Her major 
purpose was better understanding of bereavement in relation to loss of 
spouse. Her research assessed the predictive value of different demo-
graphic, psychological, physiological, and sociological variables as 
well as the relationship between specific funeral and bereavement 
variables and their affect on postbereavenent adjustment. 
This present study built on that previous effort, and examined 
one particular characteristic generally considered an important part of 
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normal personality development: self-actualization. 
The specific purpose of this present effort was to examine self-
actualization, as measured by the POI (Personal Orientation Inventory) 
in a sample of bereaved and non-bereaved people 60 years of age and 
older. The study asked the following question: Is there significant 
differences between aged bereaved and non-bereaved in terms of self-
actualization as measured by the POI? 
Eadl person in the bereaved (32) and non-bereaved (29) sample 
was a referral from Clergy, church personnel, Diner Site Supervisor or 
friend. The basic procedures of the study involved administering the 
POI to them. After a careful review of normal testing procedures with 
the POI, it was detennined that some significant departures from 
standard testing procedures were necessary. Due to the various 
limitations, previously discussed in describing the subject population, 
a rather unique format for the administration of the POI was utilized. 
The subjects were individually tested in a single private, in-
depth interview wit~ a trained interviewer/counselor. The questions 
of the POI were magnified with the use of special type and placed in 
booklets. Special effort to adhere to any sensitive issue fotmd in 
this segment of the population was followed in the interviewing 
techniques (e.g., lighting, auditory cues, fatigue, etc.). 
Once all testing had been completed, the basic data, consisting 
of subjects' raw scores on the POI, were tabulated, coded and computed. 
Analysis included comparisons of mean scores on each of the sub-scales 
of the POI between the bereaved and non-bereaved groups. The Hypothesis 
was analyzed by t tests which compared the mean scores of the bereaved 
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and non-bereaved groups, for both Ratio Scores and each of the 14 
variables. In addition to the examination for mean scores each Ratio 
Score was examined for difference in variance. 
It is concluded that the bereaved population is not significantly 
different from the non-bereaved population in 13 out of 14 variables 
and both of the two Ratio Scales of the POI. A significant difference 
is found in the differences in variance for the Ratio Score Time 
(TI/TC) with the bereaved indicating a stronger clustering of scores. 
A significant difference is fm.md in Nature of Man, Constructive (Nc) 
with the bereaved scoring significantly higher than the non-bereaved. 
The non-bereaved scored somewhat, although not significantly, higher 
than the bereaved in Existentiality (Ex). 
As previously indicated, the bereaved and non-bereaved group 
showed significant differences in only one of the fourteen variables 
on the POI--Nature of Man, Constructive (Nc). There was no significant 
difference in the mean scores of the two groups in the paired scale 
of Synergy (Sy). Looking at the paired scores, the researcher concludes 
that the bereaved measures somewhat higher in the "philosophical" 
understanding of human nature. It is essential, however, to note that 
Graph I indicates that the significantly higher mean score of the 
- . 
bereaved group does not match Shostrom' s Self-Actualized Group. Tiris 
indicates that although there is a significant difference in the mean 
scores of the two groups, the bereaved group carmot be seen as having 
the self-actualizing ability to be synergic in understanding the 
essential dichotc;uni.es of "goodness-evil, masculine-feminine, selfislmess-
unselfishness and spirituality-sensuality" found in man. 
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When viewing Graph I it is apparent that the scores for the non-
bereaved group move sharply downward. The significance, could, there-
fore lie in the low scores of the non-bereaved, as opposed to perceiving 
the difference as high scores for the bereaved. The researcher concludes 
that the non-bereaved could be scoring significantly lower than the 
bereaved as a result of any single or interacting loss which has 
occurred in their lives without the benefit of the support systems 
described in the following discussion. 
In her 1980 study of bereavement, Arbor (using the same bereaved 
sample) reported that 96.9 percent of the sample had been married over 
one decade with 81.1 percent of the sample having been married over 31 
years. In addition 53.1 percent of the sample described their rela-
tionship with their spouse as extremely close·and warm, 31.3 percent 
described their relationship as close and wann, and the remaining 15.6 
percent of the sample described their relationship as somewhat close and 
wann. The length and quality of the relationship viewed together with 
the fact that the sample reported thinking about their spouse several 
times daily ( 43.8, more than three times per day; 37. 5, once or twice 
a day) indicates that the sample could be described as being involved 
in reflective thought. 
Arbor went on to describe the sample as being predominantly 
religious. There were more Catholics, 43.8 percent, than any other 
religious group. Protestants comprised the second largest segment with 
28.1 percent and Jewish, the third with 18.8 percent. OVer 90 percent 
of the sample had religious funeral rites for their spouse. The 
majority of the subjects found the wakes and visitation comforting. 
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Family and friends were an important support network for the bereaved. 
The researcher concludes that the religious affiliation present 
in the greatest percent of this sample, (clinical evidence suggested 
heightened support by religious figures during this period) could aid 
to supply a rationale of a philosophical nature to help ameliorate the 
rationale for the loss of a spouse who is described as having been a 
long and significant relationship. The increase in family and friend 
support systems during the bereavement period could idealize the 
bereaved's image of man. The non-bereaved could, in reality, be 
suffering from multiple losses which do not demand the public acknow-
ledgement and support that our society affords the bereaved. 
In surranary, the length of the marriage, the closeness of the 
relationship within the marriage and the frequency of reported reflec-. 
tion could indicate an effort to find meaning within the enormity of 
the loss through the rationale offered by religion--"there is good 
fOl.md in those things which appear 'evil'". Evidence suggests that 
society in general, and for this sample of bereaved particularly, forms 
a tight network of support and concern around the individual grieving 
from the loss of a spouse. In contrast, little acknowledgement is 
made of the losses suffered by the non-bereaved population--who could 
be suffering intensely, and alone. Should this conclusion be correct, 
our elderly population would most assuredly fail to see man as good. 
The researcher concludes that the slightly higher scores of the 
non-bereaved group in Existentiality (Ex) has little meani.rig when viewed 
in Graph form along with the scores of the complementary scale Self-
Actualizing Value which yielded no significant difference in mean 
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scores. A high score in the complementary pair, labeled Valuing, 
would according to Shostrom measure the degree to which one values are 
like self-actualizing people. Existentiality (Ex) measures "the 
degree of flexibility in the application of values to living and 
therefore, these two scales may be considered to reflect the general 
area of Valuing. Graph I indicates a sharp decline from Self-
Actualizing-Value to Existentiality for both groups. The trend 
toward somewhat less of a decline by the non-bereaved group seems less 
pertinent than the general trend of these two groups in their similar 
movement in scoring patterns. Shostrom notes that "people who get low 
scores tend to hold values so rigidly that they may become compulsive 
or dogmatic." The researcher concludes that the groups are similar 
in their scoring pattern in Valuing and move downward on the graph 
from the Non-Self-Actualized Group in Existentiality. 
Shostrom suggests that self-actualization has a positive relation-
ship with Time Competence. The person who lives in "the present, 
relies more on his own self-support and his own self-expressiveness 
than does the person who lives more in the past or the future. In 
other words, one cannot depend on anything but freely experiencing 
life and himself when he lives in a here-and-now orientation to life." 
The bereaved and non-bereaved group of this study scored similarly 
in Time Competence. Their scores were most similar to Shostrom' s 
Non-Self-Actualized Group. The researcher concludes that this 
variable might not be applicable for the elderly population. A 
review of related literature indicates that positive adjustment during 
this unique period of life might be dependent upon "pre-occupation 
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with sel~' (Neugarten, 1965). Butler and Lewis (1973) suggest that a 
"Life Review'' as part of a nonnal life ~eview process is positive for 
this period. "It is characterized by the progressive return to con-
sciousness of past experiences and to resurgence of unresolved conflicts 
which can be looked at again and reintergrated. If the reintergration 
is successful, it can give new significance and meaning to one's life 
and prepare one for death, by mitigating fear and anxiety." 
The similar clustering of scores fotmd in the bereaved group 
could indicate a commonality of such a process of reintergration in 
this group. This could be a result of the Imltuality of the experience 
of bereavement. 
It is important to.include, at this time, a thought from Reich: 
If something is not present where we expect it, or if that some-
thing is not present in its usual place or order, it is less con-
spicuous than the presence of something unusual •.• only when the 
trait appears important or when it is missed immediately will it 
become conspicuous by its absence. 
Viewing the results of this study statistically and graphically, 
the researcher concludes that the lack of significant differences 
between the bereaved and non-bereaved populations was ~onspicuous. 
The trait which appears "important" is the similarity that exists 
between these groups in 13 out of 14 variables as reported by their 
scores on the POI. They, therefore, can be viewed as a single homo-
geneous group, rather than one group comprised of bereaved aged 
individuals and a second group of non-bereaved aged. 
When viewing Graph I it is evident that both the Bereaved and 
Non-Bereaved groups have mean scores which are most similar to the 
mean scores of the Non-Self-Actualized Group (Shostrom, 1966). In 
her 1980 study, using the same population as the present study, Arbor 
compared the difference between the bereaved sample and the normal 
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adult sample as measured by the POI. Her findings indicated that the 
Bereaved were significantly different only on Self-Regard (Sr). Arbor 
concluded that the high mean score found in Self-Regard (Sr) could be 
attributed to the age of the group interviewed, since one could assume 
that the elderly have been able to find an "inner peace." The results 
obtained in the current study indicate no significant difference between 
the bereaved and the non-bereaved group on Self-Regard. Therefore, 
it can be concluded that both the Bereaved and the Non-Bereaved 
Elderly are somewhat more adjusted in the area of Self-Regard (SR) than 
Shostrom' s Non-Self-Actualized Group. It is not within the scope of 
this study to conment on the mean scores of groups in this study ;iS 
compared to Shostrom' s Groups beyond reporting the existence of these 
differences. 
In an effort to better understand the phenomena found in the 
statistical homogeneity displayed by the bereaved and non-bereaved 
aged, the researcher has re-assessed three concepts: loss, bereavement 
and grief. These concepts definitively address the core issue of 
this study (as seen in the Assumptions, Chapter I, page 8; and the 
Review of Related Literature, Chapter II, page 10) as well as the 
bases for understanding the unique developmental period that is aging. 
A review of the related literature of this study indicates that 
loss must be perceived as the major task faced in this developmental 
period. As a person ages, there are functional losses at all levels 
(De Vries, 1975) these are most evident when the individual is subjected 
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to stress (De Vries, 1975; Shock, 1961). At the end of the life span 
the individual experiences the crisis of ego integrity versus despair 
and disgust (Erikson, 1963). Frenkel-Brunswick (1968), like other 
researchers, states that retirement, declining health, and death among 
family members and close associates affect personality and consequently 
adjustment. As far as sexual activity is concerned, it is fairly well 
recognized that there is a decline with advanced years (Jacobson, 
1974) although these decreases appear to originate from social and 
emotional problems (Yotm.g, 1975) rather than physical loss. The super-
ficial symptoms of senescence are accompanied by diminished muscle 
strength and its attendant tm.steadiness (Vincent and Martin, 1961). 
According to Aiken (1978), self-concept in old age is dependent upon 
reflected evaluations from significant "others" as well as physical 
appearance, health, innate abilities and social experiences. Many 
researchers indicate a peaking of self-esteem during middle years 
followed by a downward spiral (Bloom, 1961) as a result of life 
experiences and loss. 
In surmnary, it is clear that loss bombards every facet of the 
internal and external world as one ages. Researchers have realized 
that bereavement is the single greatest cause of stress to an individ-
ual (Holmes, 1974). What is evident, as a result of this study, 
however, is that the various losses which the elderly faces are 
compotm.ded and intertwined. The review of literature for this study, 
when viewed in light of the statistical conclusions, gives implicit 
infonnation signifying the bombardment of loss during this develop-
mental period. It is apparent that, for example, an individual who 
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has suffered the loss of incone, physical health, family members, peers 
and concept of self is grieving as profoundly as that person who is 
bereaved but has suffered minimal loss in other areas. 
The researcher concludes that the unique cohorts found operating 
in the aged act as intervening variables which can be defined in single 
neasures but which will act upon the person with compounded and thus, 
confounding results. A descriptive profile of the individual suffer-
ing from the effects of multiple loss confronts us with the concepts 
of bereavenent and grief. 
CoJIJOOn asSlliiJltions are made involving bereavenent and the grief 
process. Parkes (1972) suggests that the detenninants of grief may 
be considered within a time frame as antecedent, concurrent, or sub-
sequent to bereavenent. Oftentimes the concept of grief is intertwined 
and confused with the concept of bereavement. While grief is mst 
assuredly present during the one year time period defined as ''bereave-
trent", it should not be assumed that it is exclusive to this period 
or non-fluid. The results of this study indicate that the grief 
process is to be viewed as a unique concept which seems to occur in 
the individual suffering from any real or perceived loss. The 
elderly person suffering from the affects of multiple losses can 
manifest behaviors nor.mally associated with the bereaved. A defini-
tive confusion of the two concepts leads to a misunderstanding of the 
needs of the elderly who must cope with the consequent grief over 
loss. 
In conclusion, some discussion on the relationship of Maslow's 
(1968) hierarchy of needs to adjustment is necessary. As outlined by 
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Maslow, a general rotivation hierarchy of needs, from lower-level to 
higher-level, includes: physiological needs, safety needs, social 
needs, esteem needs and self-actualization needs. He stresses that 
lower-level needs nust be reali,zed before higher-level needs can be 
met. lt must be noted, however, that rovement through the levels is 
non-li.near, not pennanent but rather fluid. Should an individual have 
spent a life whi.ch was satisfied by sufficient incore, little tire 
would have been spent addressing lower-level needs. They would have 
addressed thei.r energi.es to satisfy their higher-level needs. They 
would be seen as IIDre actualized or positively adjusted. If retire-
ment, to name just one example, should bring a severe reduction of 
income, the s~ individual would revert to a lower need level in an 
effort to satisfy previously fulfilled needs (Solomon, 1978). The 
researcher concludes that any single or compounded loss will have a 
direct affect upon elderly person's adjustment. 
RELATED CONCLUSIONS 
1. The elderly populati.on of this study were receptive to 
interviews conducted in a manner appropriate to their individual needs. 
The review of li.terature indicates that specific physiological, 
cogni.tive and conceptual concomitants found in the aged necessitate 
uni.que interviewing techni.ques. Kalish (1975) found reduced abilities 
for complex decision making and speed perfonnance. Interviewers 
were, therefore, trained to minimize testing variables normally 
associ.ated with time. Other studies indicate stress emphasizes 
functional losses (De Vries, 1975) in the elderly. Interviewers were 
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trained to control those areas normally associated with the stress in 
a testing situation. These procedures included: 
a. The tine taken to complete the task. 
b. A full explanation of the rationale for the study. (This 
procedure served to relax the individual and make him/her 
feel part of a cooperative effort rather than subjugated.) 
c. Permission to leave the testing situation at any tine and to 
leave any question unanswered. 
d. An emphasis on the lack of right or wrong answer. 
tn addition special attention was given to the unique physiological 
needs of the elderly by insuring proper lighting, maximizing auditory 
and visual cues and minimizing extraneous interference. Enlarged 
type-set was used £or all testing material. Interviewers were prepared 
to read all questions to the subjects if need dictated this procedure. 
In keeping with researchers (Okun., 1967; Birren, 1974; Aiken, 
1977) concepts of the complexity of the interaction of physiological 
and psychological factors with the reflected sense of esteem, interviewers 
were trained to treat each elderly individual in a manner which communi-
cated positive regard for their "self'' rather than for the infonnation 
to be obtained through the test process. 
2. Researchers and caretakers of the elderly are rore effective 
if they are cognizant of and have processed their own issues involving 
bereavement and the process of aging. Wolff (1978) notes that it is 
tempting but "precarious" to asStDne that skillful counselors and para-
professionals can direct their professional efforts to diverse target 
populations without specific training. 
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The aged constitute a group with very specific needs often as a 
result of realized and potential loss. In contrast, IIDst often with 
debilitating effects, the persons rost often interacting with the aged 
are in their middle-years. The lack of contact and sufficient proces-
sing of their own issues surrounding aging leads to profound misunder-
standing. This is most often typified by a confusion between the actual 
need of the elderly individual and the perceived need of the person 
"caretaker'' or "professional". This seems to result in false stereo-
types and unreal expectations. One example of this was seen in this 
present study to have been manifested in the caretakers of the aged 
who consistently perceived the interviewers as posing a real threat 
to the older person. In contrast, the aged individuals found the 
interviewing procedure to be a positive experience. Many of these 
persons expressed great relief after having shared their experiences 
with the trail\ed professional who interviewed them. 
3. There is nruch knowledge to be gained in the compre.-
hension of confotmding variables and the specific affect of "nul tiple 
losses" upon the adjustment of the elderly population. 
To experience a multiplicity of changes within a given time 
period, regardless of the type of changes, may be of detriment to the 
mdi vidual. When those changes constitute loss' and when the indi vid-
uals are from the elderly population, the affect can be devastating. 
According to the review of related literature, these losses 
include biological factors, including physical appearance, health and 
certain aspects of temperrurent (Aiken, 1978). There is a general 
agreement that losses of cognitive skills is evident in the perfonnance 
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of the aged. In addition, the older person faces the loss of certain 
social and familial roles. The loss of these roles, such as worker, 
often brings reduction in lifestyle as well as negative stereotyping 
by society who no longer views them as productive. The death of 
significant "others" narrows the aged's social interactions as well 
as bombarding them with the inrnence of death--not least of all their 
own. Closely intertwined with physical, social and psychological 
transition is the concept of self. Research indicates that the con-
cept of self in old age is heavily dependent upon the reflected value 
of significant others. Loss in sexuality is DDSt often perceived to 
be a function of the unavailability of an appropriate partner, poor 
health or e1!Ptional disturbance rather than physiological inability .. 
The literature on the aged is replete with efforts to study 
individual losses as described in the previous paragraph. What is 
often suggested, but never tested, is the affect multiple loss has on 
the adjustment of the elderly. It is obvious that physiological and 
psychological adjustment are inter-dependent; that the loss of a 
spouse changes the individual's role, social network and sexuality (to 
name just a few of the potential losses); that health loss demands 
re-adaptation to the physical envirorunent. What seems evident is 
that no single loss can occur without it having impact upon the older 
person. In addition, compounded losses must have an interacting 
affect. 
4. Results indicate that the bereaved and the non-bereaved 
group are non-self-actualized. 
5. Results indicate that the loss of a spouse may have different 
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significance in the elderly than in other developrental stages. 
Research indicates that there have been many studies into the 
affect of bereavement. What has been omitted has been any study done 
COIJJ>aring the loss of a spouse in early years, in middle years and in 
later years. This absence of knowledge has iDJ>Ortant iDJ>lications in 
dealing with the elderly population. It is obvious from the lack of 
studies in this area that we know very little about the relative 
intensity or duration of the effects of grief during the bereavement 
of the elderly (Sanders, 1979-1980). Kastenbaum and Costa (1977) v 
defme bereavement as mdicati ve of survivorship status. This denotes 
no single thing indicative of the survivor's response to the loss, 
with the exception of increased rortality in the survivor~ 
Mbst often associated with the loss of a spouse is the experience 
of grief. Kubler-Ross (1969) has defined the stages of the grief 
process. Other writers have gone on to explore the unique problems 
facing a "'Oman in a society which is "couple-oriented" and male 
dominated. Little is known, however, in tenns of older widows who 
are freed by the death of their spouse, relieved from the stress of 
constant care and their focus on the dying spouse (Koff, 1979) . No 
attention has been paid to the possibility of shifting roles, i.e., 
dependencies, as couples age. Mbst certainly, a youthful, fully 
ftmctioning male roves through the period of bereavement in a manner 
far different to his aged counterpart who has withdrawn from his 
previous vocational role. 
Finally, the experience of the loss of a spouse is not understood 
on the psycho/philosophical level. Concern with death appears to peak 
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:in middle adul. thood CAmbron, Brodz:insky, 1979) . furing this period 
bereavenent becones a crisis, both in the possibility of the death of 
parents and peers, which the middle-aged person has not had the tine to 
adjust to. In old age, studies suggest, the rost coili!Dn orientation 
toward death is acceptance. The repeated bereavenent that m:>st people 
have suffered by the time they are aged creates a perception of death 
as a natural process. 
6. ~sults indicate that the bereaved are more synergistic in 
their perception of man and their tm.derstanding of human nature. 
7. In reference to the POI used as the measure of adjustment, 
the researcher quotes Hays (1973): 
.Regardless of what one is going to do with the infonnation- -change 
his opinion, adopt a course of action, or what not--he needs to 
know relatively how probable is a result like that obtained, given 
a hypothetical true situation. Basically, a significance test 
gives this infonnation, and that is all. The conventions about 
significance level and regions of rejection can be regarded as 
ways of defining "improbable." The occurrence of a significant 
result in tenns of these conventions is really a signal.... Even 
more emphatically the occurrence of a nonsignificant result does 
not mean that you III.lSt accept the hypothesis as true. . . . one has 
often not the foggiest idea of the error probability in saying 
that the tested hypothesis is true; here, making a decision to 
accept the tested hypothesis is absurded in the light of the 
tmknown. 
The researcher concludes that the original hypothesis was an exploratory 
hypothesis which made an effort to yield infonnation pertinent to 
further investigation. 
8. The research concludes that although the loss of a spouse 
(Hol~s, 1977) has been established as the single most stress filled 
life event, it is evident that rultiple and compounded losses affect 
the adjustment of individuals in a similar manner. 
RECCM4ENMTIONS 
1. This study may serve as a basis for further studies of 
adjustment in the elderly. 
2. Further studies should increase the size of the population 
to include a more representative sample. 
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3. Construction of a test of adjustment that fills the criteria: 
a) Validity 
b) Simplicity of administration 
c) ~asures t..~ individual cohorts defined as "loss" (e. g., 
physical decline, self-concept, vocation, income, bereavement, 
sexual contact). 
4. Interpret individual results to optimize cotm.Seling use. 
5. Plan follow-up cross-validation studies. 
6. Utilize other instruments to develop further :infornation. 
7. This study should serve as a rationale for the need to deve-
lop modules on ag:ing and death to be used by all professionals and 
caretakers of the elderly. 
8. Comparative studies should be done :in an effort to view 
. grief reactions due to the loss of a spouse ·in males and females :in 
the three developnental periods known as youth, middle-age and aged. 
9. A follow-up study should be done compar:ing a sample of 
bereaved-aged to a sample of non-bereaved-aged who are currently 
m.alTied. 
IMPLICATIONS TO COUNSELORS 
The f:indings of this exploratory study can be of use to all 
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counselors. Demgraphic studies indicate that. the population of 
elderly people is growing at a readily calculated rate. The 
researcher feels that this demgraphic trend will not only affect the 
number of individual counselors 'Who have direct contact with the elderly. 
The current population trend will in one way or another have ramifications 
upon professionals practicing in other areas of counseling as well. 
The m.unber of "caretakers" dealing with the elderly will increase 
in juxtaposition to the size of the population. Counselors should be 
aware of the role that these individuals assl..D'Ile within the network of 
the aged. The "caretaker" is often in the position of supplying direct 
goods and services to elderly persons. In many instances they are the 
only supportive contact of the h1di vidual needy aged. Counselors should 
maximize the effectiveness of these interactions by establishing positive 
relationships with the "caretakers" and offering skill-building teclmi-
ques to facilitate their abilities (i.e., communication skills, work-
shops dealing with grief). 
There is an indication of specific training and educational needs 
for those people 'Who plan to "gerocounsel". The professional who works 
with the aged must be able to apply his or her general counseling know-
ledge and skills to this specific population. However, specific train-
ing should be added to the existing body of col.mseling teclm.iques. MJst 
important is the caveat that the professional working in this area deal 
with his or her own attitudes of aging and death. Once the counselor 
has learned to deal with his/her own sense of aging, deterioration, 
dependency and death he/she can then go on to facilitative workshops 
for other professionals and para-professionals dealing in this area, as 
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well as the general population at large. In addition, it would seem 
that counselors who choose to work specifically with sensitive areas 
such as death and/ or bereavement avail themselves of support groups in 
order to maintain a proper level of internal equilibrium. 
Conmmication is often the essence of counseling. When comsel-
ing the elderly it becomes essential to be attmed to specific problems 
which can hamper coJIJinmication. For example, the elderly person can 
suffer sensory loss, diminished physical stamina or exhibit resistance 
to professiOnal intervention due to generationally held beliefs. The 
professional must be aware of all of the possible problems that can 
manifest in interacting with the older client. Specific environmental 
aids might be necessary in order to facilitate interaction. The coun-
selor should remain open to innovative styles and attain flexibility in 
general teclmiques. The hearing iJI!>aired client might need audio-visual 
cues. The person of little stamina might require three fifteen minute 
sessions instead of one forty-five minute meeting. The isolate could 
desire closer physical proximity than the cot.mSelor normally finds com-
fortable in professional interactions. 
The knowledge that the "aged" is a specific and unique developmental 
period must be realized by the counseling profession. Generalities 
commonly applied to the overall population do not specifically apply 
to this segment of that population. Grief, for e~le, is most com-
monly associated with bereavement. Professionals are sensitive to the 
needs demonstrated by the bereaved who are grieving from their loss. 
Support networks are most often seen operating at a more effective level 
during this specific period of tire. The individual's level of self-
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actualization is assumed to be depressed. There is a need to recognize 
that bereavement is one possible loss in a stage of development that 
suffers loss as a constant phenomena that can be IJJ.1l tiple and interact-
ing. The researcher feels that the specific individual aged person 
can be dealing with the process of grief from any number of realized 
or potential losses, which can han:per self-actualization. Counselors 
should be aware of the real and potential losses of the aged counselee 
and their effect upon the self-actualization of the individual. Recogni-
tion of needs should lead to stronger support from the professionals 
and the corrrnunity at large. 
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OIFU!CTIONS 
Th1a illveatory COII.Iilts of pain of numbered statements • Read each 
statemeM aad decide which of the two paired sucemeMS most coneisteatly 
appliee to you. 
You an to mark your answers on the answer sbeet you bave. Lookatthe 
example of the a1111wer sheet shOWII at the riaht. ff 
the first sucement of the pair is 1'1lUE or MOSTLY 
TRUE as applied to you, blacken between the lines 
in the collllllll headed •a • . (See Example Item l at 
right.) ff the second sucement of the pair is 1'1lUE 
or MOSTLY TRUE as appUed to you, blackea be--
tween the linea in the column heacled "b". (Set> 
ElCI&mple Item :l at riaht.) ff neither statement ap-
pues· to you, or if they refer to something you cloll't 
know aboat, make 110 answer on tile answer sbeet. 
_ .. _ 
-c......, 
-a b 
1. I .. 
a b 
2. I 
Remember to gtve YOua OWN opinion ot yourself anct do not leave any blank 
spaces if you can avoid it. 
In markine your answers on the answer sheet. be sure tbat the number 
of the statement :lll"ee• with the !!Wilber on the answer sbeet. :'4alte your marks 
heavyanctblack. Erase completely any answer you wish to cbaap. Do 110t make 
any marla! in tbia booklet. 
Remember, try to make some answer to every statemmt. 
Before you begin the Inventory, be sure you put your name, your se..'t. 
your age. aadtheotber!aformationcalled for in tile space provided on the answer 
sheet. 
NOW OPEN THE BOOKLET AND START WITH QUESTION 1. 
·-. .___ _____ ... _____ _, __ ...... ~ .... .....,~--:""-··•··-·.·-- ·-. ~~ ··-
·· .... 
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'l 
t. a. I am bolllld by tbe priDCiple of fain ... ; 
b. I am aot absolutely bolllld by the prmcipwa of 
fainleH. 
2. a. WileD a frtead don me a favor, I fael that I 
,, JDUt retllr'll tt. 
b. Wllea a triad don me a faYOr, I do IIOC feel 
that I IIIWit recarn 1t. 
3. a. I fael I muac always tell tile truth. 
b. I do IIOC al~ys tell the truth. 
4. a. No matter l»w bard I try, my faeliDp are 
often hl&rt. 
b. If I 1118118Ce the a~ right, I 0&11. avoid 
betD( IB!n. 
5. a. I !ael that I muat striVe for perfectio11 iD 
everytbiac that I l.llldertakie. 
b. I do t10t feel tlat I ~~~~~at strive for perfection 
In &¥erythtl1( tlat I Ulldercalre. 
s. a. I often make my dect.sto.aa spoataneoualy. 
b. I seldom make my deci.stou SlJOlltalleOil8ly. 
, . a. I am afraid to be myself. 
b. I am aot afraid to be myself. 
8. a. I fael obligated wbea a stranrer does me a 
favor. 
b. I do t10t feel obligated wllell a stranger does 
me a favor. 
9. a. I fael that I have a righl: to expect others co 
do what I WBilt of them. 
b. Idoaotfeel that I have a right to expect others 
co do Wi:lat I WBilt of them. 
10. a. I Uva by val1188Wilich are In acreemellt with 
others. 
b. I Uve by val1188 wbich are primarily balled 011 
my own feelings. 
11. a. I am concerned wtth self-tmprovemellt at all 
times. 
b. I am not concemed with self-Improvement at 
all ttmes. 
12. a. I feel auUtY wbft I am seiflah. 
b. I doll.'t feel pilty wbft I am selfiSh. 
13 • a. I have ao objeettoD to JetUD!f angry. 
1), ADpr t.s .amethfag I try to avoid. 
14. a. For me. azaythlac is possible if I believe in 
myself. 
b. I have a lot ol. aatunl Umltattou- tboup 
I belieft iD myself. 
15. a. I PllC otllenl' lntereats before my own. 
b. I do IIOC PllC others' Interests before my own. 
18. a. I sometimes feel embarrassed by 
compliment~. 
b. I am IIOC emllarrafted by compltmeaa. 
17. a. I believe it t.s tmportallt to accept others as 
they are. 
b. I believe i.t is Important co Qllderstaact why 
others are as they are. 
18. a. I can put off rmtil tomorrow what I ourht to do 
today. 
b. I do11't put off until tomorrow wt1at I ought to 
do today. 
19. a. I caa g;.ve witboat requirillg the otbar per11011 
co appreciate wt1at I g;.ve. 
b. I have a right to expect the other per11011 co 
appreciate what I Jive. 
20. a. My moral values are dictated by society. 
b. My moral values are self-<1-rmilled. 
21. a. I do what others expect of me. 
b. Ifeelfreeto IIOC do •hit others expect of me. 
22. a. I accept my ,..alcnases. 
b. I doll.'t accepe my WftkDesses. 
23. a. Ill order to grow emotionally, it is aecessary 
co know 'Rhy I act as I do. 
b. Ill order to grow emotionally, it is not neces-
sary to lalow wily I act as I do. 
24. a. Sometimes I am cross when I am not fesl~ 
... u. 
b. I am hardly !Wer croes. 
GO ON TO THE ~EXT PAGE 
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25. a: It Ia 118Cusary tbat oCIIItrs approve of wbat I 38. a. I believe tile pqrn!t of self•ID.wrest Ia opo-
do. poNd to ID.Cerut ID. otben. 
b. It Ia I'IDt always -sary tbat others •PPI'O"• b. I believe t1ae .PQrSuit of nlf-ID.terest 18 not 
of wblli I do. oppoaed to Interest ID. o~s. 
28. a. I am atrald of lll&ldDr mlataku. 37. a. I fflld tbat I baYe rejected muy of the moral 
b. I am 110t afraid of maJdac lllilltakes. values I wu taupe. , 
b. I baw !lOt rejected aay of the 1110nl values I 
27. a. I trust the declsioas I make spoat:aneoualy. wu taU~ht· 
b. I do not trns t the decisions I make 38. a. I Uve ID. term& of my wants, Ulces. dlslilriH 
spoataneoualy. 
&lid val-. 
2S. a. MyfeeliDp of Hlf•worth depead 011 how IDI.ICh b. Idoaot Uve ID. tsr1:U of my Wllllts, Ulces, dis· 
I accompllah. Ulces aud values. 
b. My feellap of self-worth do !lOt depend 011 39. a. I trust my ability to size llP a sUUatSoa. bow IDllCh I aocompllsh. 
b. Idoaottrust my ablllty to sizs llP a sUUatSoa. 
29. a. I fear f&Uure. 
b. I doa't fear failure. 40. s. I believe 1 baw u ID.aate capacity to cope With Ufe. 
30. a. My moral values are detennilled. for the b. I do aot believe 1 bave aD ID.aate capacity to 
most part, by the thoupts, feelings &lid de- cope with Ufe. 
clsiollll of otbers . 
b. My moral val.u.es are DOt detsrmlned, fot' tlae 41. a. I muat juatily my aot:tou ID. tile .PQrsuit of my 
most part, by the thoQghte, feellap alld de- 0-lu.terests. 
cisiou of others. b. I ued not jUstify my actiau 1D. the pursuit of 
31. a. It ia possible to live life lu. terms of wbat I my - lu.tsreete. 
want to do. 42. a. I am boCilltred by fears of beiD.c Inadequate. 
b. It Ia DOt possible to live life in terms of what b. Iam110tbotheredbyfeare of being lu.adeqllate. IWIUlttodo. 
32. a. 1 Cllll cope wtth the UQS aDd d~ of life. 43. a. Ibellsve tbat maa Ia essendaUy good aDd caa 
b. I cQIIOt cope with the u.pe aDd do-. of Ufe. be tnetsd. 
33. a. I believe ill saying wbat 1 feel lu. dealiDC 'lrith b. Ibelievetbat mania essent1&Uy evU aDd can-
others. DOC be trusted. 
b. I do DOt believe ill saytac wbat I feel ID. deal• 44. a. I live by the rules aDd stalldarda of society. 
in( wtth others. b. I do aot always need to live by the rnlas alld 
34. a. Children should realize that they do !lOt bave staadarda of society. 
the same rtpta and privileges as adults. 
b. It Ia not important to make an Ia sue of rights 45. a. I am boUDd by my duties aDd oblipttou to . 
and privileps. otbers. 
35. a. I can •sttckmy neck 011t" 1u. my relatiorul wtth b. I am not bolllld by my duties aDd obliptiou 
otbers. to otbers. 
b. I avoid •sttcldni my tteck Ollt• ill my relattou 48. a. R.._. are aeeded to juattfy my feellnp. 
with others. b. R-n.urenotneedA!d to juadfy my feeUacs. 
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41. a. There an times wileD juat beiDC sii8Dt Ia the 
bat way I can express my t .. IJDp. 
b. I fa:!' lt dUftol&lt to expr- my r .. JJap by 
juat betng stleAt. 
48. a. I att.a feel It necesaary to defead my put 
aoeloU. 
b. I do DOC feel It ueceeury to delead my put 
acttou. 
4.9. a. I like eYeryQU I llllow. 
b. I do aot like ever,ou I kllol1r. 
50. a. Crltlcism t.breateu my self-esteem. 
b. CrWciam do. aoc tbreaten my Hif-eeteem. 
51. a. lbelilwetbatll:aow!adpafwbat Ia rtpt maku 
people aot rtpt. 
b. IdoliOC beU.V. tbat kDowledgeofwbat is rfC,ht 
qecesearUy maltes people aot riibt. 
52. a. I am afraid to be aagry ac tboee I lcm~. 
b. I feel free to be &aerY at those I love. 
33. a. My baaic reepouibWty Ia to be a~ of my 
OW'Il lltlllds • 
b. My baaic responsibility Ia to be aware of 
otbers' needa. 
54. a. lmpressiDC others ia most importaDC. 
b. ExpreuiJle myself Ia most important. 
55. a. To feel riibt, I need alwaya to pleue otbers. 
b. !canfeelrtptwttbolltalwaya baviiJC to pleue 
others. 
56. a. I 1llltll risk a frieadsbip In order to say or do 
wbat I belleve ia right. 
b. I 1llltll not risk a frieadship just to ay or do 
wbat Ia right. 
57. a. I feel bouad to keep the promises I maka. 
b. IdoDDtalwayafeelbouadto keep the promises 
I make. 
58. a. I muat avoid sorrow at all costs. 
b. It ia not necessary for me to avoid sorrow. 
58. a. 1 strtva alwaJ11 to predict wtlai wU1 bappea In 
the lUtUz'e. 
b. I do DOt f•l It IIIIOISI&r)' a1WtaJ11 to predict 
wbat 1llltll baw-111 the faalre. 
60. a. It Ia impol't&Dt tbac others aacept my point of 
view. 
b. It Ia I10C uceaaary for otUrs to accept my 
polnC of View. 
61. a. I only feel free to expreu warm feeUDcs to 
mytrieDda. 
b. I feel tree to express both warm &ad bostUe 
f•llDp to my friellda. 
62. a. T'lleft an many times wbea it il more tm• 
port&DC to express feeiJDp tball to careflllly 
eY&luate the sttuacton. 
b. Thereanveryf-times wbea It Ia more tm• 
port&DC to express feeUDgs tball to carefully 
eYilluate t.bl sttuanoo.. 
63. a. I welcome arittcilm aa aa oppol'tWiity for 
growth. 
b. I do aot welcome criCic!am aa aa oppol"NNltty 
for growth. 
84. a. Appaaru.cea an all-importaac. 
b. Appeerancaa an aot terribly important. 
811. a. I hudly ever IQ .. ip. 
b. I patp a little at times. 
811. a. I feel free to reYesl my wealmeasea UII01II 
frieada. 
b. I do liOC feel free to reveal my weakuSHS 
amoac frieada. 
61. a. I shOilkl always asauma respoutbillty for 
oCber people's feelimp. 
b. I ued not always asliUJDe respouibtllty for 
other people's feeliJlCs. 
68. a. I feel free to be myself aadbeartbe 
coueqvences. 
b. I do not feel free to be myself a.ad bear the 
consequences. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT P.o\OE 
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88. a. I alrMCiy kDow all I need to kaow aboutmy 
feel1Dp. 
b. AI. Ufe CO" oa. I CCIIIlCimllt to kDow 1110re aDd 
1110re about my fnliaCa. 
• 70. a. I buttate to show my weaknesses aiDOIIC 
- a SU'IUI(el'S. 
b. I do IIGC beaitale to show my weaknesses 
amoac straacera. 
71. a. I will coaclll!M to crow oaly by seuill.g my 
silbtaoaab.lrb.-tevel, GCially approved goal. 
b. I will COI1tiDIIe to I1'0W beet by beiDC m)'llelf. 
72. a. I accept izlcoiUiiatel!.oiea wtthiD m)'llelf. 
b. IC&IIDOC~ lll.coaaiateJI.Oia wttbill m)'llelf. 
73. a. Mac Ia aacan.lly cooperative. 
b. Mac Ia IIA&IInlly aiUIIOJI.iat1c. 
74. a. I dola't mJDd laflllhiDC at a dirty joice. 
b. I hardly llftrlauch at a dirty joke. 
75. a. Happiness is a by-product In bamall 
relaticubiiM!. 
b. Happi!leas Ia u eud In hum1111 relatioll.sbips. 
16. a. I ODly feel free to show frieudly feel.iDga to 
sU'IUI(erS • 
b. I feel free to show botll frieudly aDd UDfrieDdly 
feeliDp to straD.gers. 
77. a. I try to be sincere bill: I sometimes fail. 
b. I try to be sincere &Dd I am sinCere. 
78. a. Self-Interest Ia nauiral. 
b. Self-Interest is wma111ral. 
79. a. ADftil'a.lpsrtycaameaaure a bappy relation-
sbip by obaerfttioo. 
b. Allllll1:ralpsrty CIII1DOt muaure a bappy rela-
tioubip by observation. 
30. :1.. For me. work alld play are the same. 
b. For me, work &Dd play are opposites. 
81. a. Two people will get aJoar best If each con• 
centratea on plaaaq the otblr. 
b. Two people 01111 get a1q best If each person 
feels tree to express bimaelf. 
82. a. I bave feeliDp of reaentllltiDt about tbil:lga that 
are past. 
b. I do not bave feelU!Ia of reaeotmeot about 
tbiDp tbat are puc. 
83. a. Ilikeolllymaaculiae mea aad femlllloe 
wo-. 
b. I like mea aDd women wbo allow maacullDity 
aa well aa femillillit:y. 
84. a. I actively attempt to a'II'Oid embarra .. meoc 
wheaBVer I 01111. 
b. I do 110t actively attempt to avoid 
embarra .. meoc. 
85. a. I blame my pareota for a lot of my trallblea. 
b. I do not blame my pareats for my trallblss. 
86. a. Ifeel that a peraon should be silly ODly at the 
rtpt time aDd place. 
b. I 01111 be stlly wileD I feel like it. 
37. a. People should alwa)'ll repent their wrong-
doings. 
b. People aeed aot alwa)'ll repent their WTODIJ-
doinp. 
88. a. I worry about the future. 
b. I do aot worry about the future. 
89. a. KllldnNaaadruthlesaaeaa must be opposites. 
b. Kizldness and rathleasaess need aot be 
opposites. 
90. a. I prefer to save good tbiaga for future uae. 
b. I prefer to use good tbiags aow. 
91. a. People sbould always control their anger. 
b. People sbDuld express boaestly-felt anger. 
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92. a. Thetnlyspirl.tllallllllllis sometimes seaaual. 105. s. I spa mare time preparlzle to live. 
b. The tn1.y spirl.tllali!Wl is ll8ftr seuua1. b. t spmd lliOH time actually UViJIC. 
93. a. I am able to expresa 1111 faelillp even wileD 106. a. I am loved ~ I i1Ve love. 
they sometimes result ill l.llldesirable b. I am loved b- I 1JD lovable. COIIHqlleDC ... 
b. IamUIIableto expr .. s1111 feellllp If tbey are 107. a. WileD I raally love myself, everybody will 
Lllr.ely to result ill Wldesirable COD.HqlleDOIII. love me. 
94. a. I am often uillmed of some of tbe emotions b. When I really love myeelf, tbare will still be 
that t feel bubbllziC u.p Within me. thoH wbo won't love me. 
b. I do not fael ubamed of my emotlou. 108. a. I ClUl let other people control me. 
95. a. thavebadmysteriaaaorecstactc expertuces. b. IC&Illet other people control me If 13.111 sure tbey wtU DOt colltlnlw to control me. 
b. I bave never bad mysteriotu or ecstatic 
experteacea. 109. a. A.s tbey are, people sometimes &DDOY me. 
96. a. I am orthodoxly rel.igioua. b. As they are, people do not &DDOY me. 
b. I am DOt ortllodoxly religioua. uo. a. Ll.vtarfortbefuturegives 1111 Ltfa its primary 
meaDIDC· 
97. a. I am completely free of guilt. b. Onlywlutn llville for the future ties illto Uvillg 
b. I am not free of guilt. for the preseat does my life bave meaning. 
98. a. I have a problem ill fuslzle sex aDd lo.-.. 111. a. Ifollawdtllcentlythemotto, •Don•twuts your 
b. I bave no problem ill fustag sea aDd love. tlme •• 
b. Idonot feel boulld by tbe motto, "Don't wasta 
99. a. I enjoy detacllment aDd privacy. yaa:r time •• 
b. I do not aajoy detachment aDd prmcy. 112. a. Wbat I bave been ill tbe past dtctatss tbe ld:ad 
100. a. I feel dedioated to 1111 work. of person I will be. 
b. I do not feel dedicated to 1111 work. b. Wbat I bave been ill the past does not necea-
sarUy dictate tbe ldDd of person I Will be. 
lOl. a. Ican exprsss affection regardless of whether 113. a. Itisimportanttomehow I live ill tbe bere aDd it is returned. 
now. 
b. I cannot express affection unlees I am 'sure it b. It is of Utt1e importanCe to me how I !lve ill 
will be returned. 
tbe bere aDd now. 
102. a. Ll.villgfor the future is u important u Uvillg 114. a. I bave bad an experience where life seemed for the moment. jaat perfect. 
b. Only Uvtag for the moment is important. b. I bave llllftl' bad m e.'Cpltrience wbere life 
103. a. It is better to be yourself. seemed jaat perfect. 
b. It is bettsr to be popular. ll3. a. Evil is tbe result of frustration ill trying to 
be cood. 
104. a. Wishing aDd imagin.IZJg can be bad. b. Evilisanilltrillaic part of human nature which 
b. Wishing aDd imagUiiDC are always ;ood. f!ihta cood. 
GO ON TO THE YE.'\."'1' PAGE 
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ll6. a. AperSOil can com~ly clla:np Ilia eaHildal 1.28. a. I am self-sufficient. 
nature. b. I am DOC eelf-sllfflctent. 
b. A perscm can never clwlp Ilia 8SHilda1 
ll8ture. 129. a. I !1ka to Witbdraw from others for extellded 
period& of time. 
UT. a. I am afraid to be teDder. b. 1 do not like to Witbdraw from OChers for ex-
b. I am not afraid to be tellder. tellcled periods of time. 
118. a. I am u.erttve alld afftrmillr. 130. a. I al-ya play fair. 
b. I am not a ... rttve alld afflrmlllg. b. SometimN l cheat a Uttle. 
119. a. Womltll should be trutillr alld yteld.ID&. 131. a. Somettmes l feel so aqry l W&D.t to dutroy 
b. Womltll should DOt be trutlllf alld yteld.ID&. or bun others. 
b. I never feel so aucrr t.bat I W&D.t to destroy or 
1.20. a. I see myself aa otbctl see me. burt others. 
b. I do not see myself u otllers see me. 132. a. I feel certaill alld secure ill my relatioasbipe 
121. a. It Ul a good idea to tlliDk aboui your poeatat With others. 
potelldal.. b. 1 feel UDCertaill alld iaseallre ill my relation-
b. A persoa wbo thiDka abovt Ilia greatest poeen- ShiPII wWl ol:bera. 
tial gets conceited. 133. a. I like to witbd:raw temporarily from others. 
t·>? a. Men should be aaserttve alld affirmillr. b. I do not like to wU:bdraw temporarily from 
b. Men sbauld 110t be assertive and afftrmtac. others. 
1.23. a. I am able to risk beillr myself. 134. a. I can accept my mistakes. 
b. I am not able to rtak beillr myself. b. I caMOt accept my mistakes. 
l2~. a. I fsel the need to be dolnC something slpifi• 135. a. I find some people wbn arestupidand 
cant aU of the time. Ullinterut~ne. 
b. I do not feel the need to be dolllg something b. I never filld any people who are stupid and 
s i.gn.ificant all of the time. Ullinterutq. 
125. a. I suffer from memories. 136. a. I regret my past. 
b. I do not suffer from memories. b. I do not regret my put. 
l:!S. a. Men aod women muat be both yteldlllg and 137. a. Belllg myself is helpful to others. 
::~ssertive. b. Juat belnC myself iS not nelpful to others. 
b. lien and women muat not be both yielding alld 138. a. Ibavehadmoments of intense happiness wnen 
assertive. I felt like I was expertenclllg a kind of ecstasy 
l27. a. I like to participate actively in intense or bUas. 
discuss ions. b. I have not nad moments of intense nappiness 
b. I do not like to participate actively in intense when I felt like I was experiencing :1 kind of 
dtscuastons. bliss. 
GO ON TO THE :<EXT PAGE 
139. a. People have aa 1a.ltlDct for evil. 
b. People do aot bave all iUdllct for evil. 
t40. a. For me, tile fuilu'e u.nally ... ma bopeful. 
b. For me, tile tul:lu'e oftell aeema bopeteaa. 
L·U. a. People are both iood a.t evtl. 
b. People are not both flood a1ld evil. 
t42. a. My put Ia a~ stou for tile future. 
b. My pue Is a ballc:licap to my future. 
143. a. "KilliDg time• Is a problem for me. 
b. "Klllillr ttme• Is not a problem for me. 
144. a. For me. put, preseat a1ld fUture Is Ill meell• 
f.Dgful COIItWiitY. 
b. For me, the preHilt iS all laland, Wll'elated 
to tile put aJKt future. 
to~.s. a. My hope for tbe future depe~ Oil bavtDc 
friends. 
b. My hope for tile future doet not depea.d oa 
haviag frie~. 
• POt 001 
146. a. 1 caa like people without baVial to approve 
of them. 
b. I aaaDOt like people ualesa I atao approve of 
them. 
t4'7. a. People are baatcally flood. 
b. People are not butcally flood. 
148. a. Ho11811Cy Is al-ya the beet poUcy. 
b. T!utnt are ttmee when boaesty 11 !lOt tile beat 
poUcy. 
149. a. I caafeelcotafortablellrith lese tb&ll a perfeot 
perfonD81lC8. 
b. I !eelllllCOmfortable With &ll)"tbiac leea tb&a a 
perfect perform8AC8. 
150. a. Icaaovercome ally obatacl• as lone as I b .. 
lleve Ill myaelf. 
b. I caaaot overcome every obstacle evea if I 
believe la myself. 
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1. A. I AM BOUND BY THE PRINCIPLE OF FAIRNESS. 
B. I AM Nor ABSOLUTELY BOUND BY THE PRINCIPLE OF FAIRNESS. 
2. A. WHEN A FRIEND OOES ME A FAVOR, I FEEL 'IHAT I ~tJsr RETI1RN IT. 
B. WHEN A FRIEND DOES ME A FAVOR, I 00 Naf FEEL 'IHAT I M.JST 
RETURN IT. 
3. A. I FEEL I KIST ALWAYS TELL THE TRim!. 
B. I 00 Nor ALWAYS TELL TiiE TRIJTii. 
4. A. NO MATTER HOW HARD I TRY, MY FEELINGS ARE OFI'EN HURT. 
B. IF I MANAGE TiiE SI1UATION RIGHf, I CAN AVOID BEING HURT .• 
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APPENDIX B 
Population 
(in millions) 
GRAPH 2 
Size of the Older Popvfation f65+) 
....... ----------------
56 
48 
40 
36 
32 
28 
24 
20 
16 
12 
8 
4 
1roo 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1975 1980 1990 
Veer 
Ya.tr Population Ys::~r 
1900 3,()99,000 1!375 
1910 3,988,000 19'30 
1920 •.929,000 1900 
1930 6,705.000 2CCO 
19410 9,031,000 2010 
1950 1~.397,000 ~'20 
1960 16,676,000 2030 
1970 20.085.000 2040 
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I~ 
! 
I 
t--t ~r-+J 
2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 
Population 
22,400,000 
24,523,000 
28.933,000 
30,500,000 
33.239.000 
42,791,000 
51,590,000 
50,260,000 
Sourc:e: Sio>qel, Jaccb. Otmtogrephit: AWII~ol Aginr MJd thfl QldH Population in the United SUtf!! • 
.. 
. 
GRAPH 3 
Ufe Expectancy at Birth and at Age 65 
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Sources: Cutler, Neal E. lllld Robert A. Harootven, lhmotrtiPhY of ttHI Agt~d. Sieqel, JacobS., o.m&gr,phic Awectr of Aging 
•nd ttr• Older Papul•tion ••• 
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APPENDIX C 
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Scoring Categories for the Personal Orientation Inventory 
NUIIiber of scale 
Items Number Symbol DescriEtion 
I. Patio Scores 
23 1/2 TI/TC TIME RATIO 
Time Incompetence/Time Competence 
measures degree to which one is 
''present" oriented 
127 3/4 0/I SUPPORI' RATIO 
Other/Inner - measures whether 
reactivity orientation is 
basically towards others or self 
II. Sub-Scales 
26 5 SAV SELF-AC'TIJALIZING VALUE - measures 
affirmation of a primary value 
of self-actualizing people 
32 6 Ex EXISTENTIALITY - measures ability 
to situationally or existentially 
react without rigid adherence to 
principles 
23 7 Fr FEEL REACTIVITY - measures 
sensitivity of responsiveness to 
one's own needs and feelings 
18 8 s SPONTANEITY - measures freedom to 
react spontaneously or to be 
oneself 
16 9 Sr SELF REGARD - measures affirma-
tion of self because of worth or 
strength 
26 10 Sa SELF ACCEPTANCE - reasures 
affirmation or acceptance of self 
in spite of weaknesses or 
deficiencies 
16 11 Nc NA1URE OF MAN - neasures degree 
of the constructive view of the 
nature of man, masculinity, 
femininity 
100 
Scoring Categories for the Personal Orientation Inventory* 
NUmber of 
Items 
9 
25 
28 . 
SCale 
Number 
12 
13 
14 
Symbol 
Sy 
A 
c 
Description 
SYNERGY - measures ability to 
be synergistic, to transcend 
dichotomies 
ACCEPTANCE OF AGGRESSION -
measures ability to accept one's 
natural aggressiveness as opposed 
to defensiveness, denial, and 
repression of aggression 
CAPACI1Y FOR INTIMATE CDNTACT -
measures ability to develop 
contactful intimate relationships 
with other htunan beings, 
unencumbered by expectations and 
obligations 
*From the EITS Manual of the POI by Everett L. Shostrom, 1966. 
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